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1 Executive Summary 

Research Context and Objective  

Translation is ‘a way of thinking about how languages, people, and cultures are transformed as 

they move between different places’ (Young, 2003, p.29). This report seeks to investigate how 

languages, people and cultures are transformed in multilingual karate clubs in London and, in 

particular, the role of multilingualism in the process of translation.  It is based on our linguistic 

ethnographic investigations into two multilingual karate clubs where our Key Participant (KP) 

coaches, over a period of four months (October 2015- January 2016) as the third phase of 

TLANG project. A range of data are collected: field notes (45,997 words), audio recording 

(approximately 28 hours), video recording (approximately 4 hours), interviews (8 sessions), 

photos (110 images), social media (6 text messages +13 emails + 23 WhatsAPP messages). 

The Key Participant (KP) 

Our KP, Sensei SK, was born into a Polish Roma family. He started learning karate in his teens 

in Poland and is now a 6th Dan (rank) karate coach teaching in karate clubs in London. He 

speaks Polish, Polish Romani and English and is highly proficient in specialised Japanese karate 

terms. The participants in the two karate clubs speak a variety of languages.  

The main findings 

 Our review of historical trajectories of karate shows that the development of karate into 

a creole of practices in Okinawa (an island to the South of the Japanese main island) and 

its subsequent popularisation in the mainland of Japan and later in Anglo-American 

cultures are a process of translating culture through migration and contact, infused with 

political and ideological struggles.   

 Rituals, through the explicit and implicit manipulation of symbols, are a significant 

component of practice in the karate clubs. They range from ceremonial performances 

where karate traditions and values and dojo (training hall) etiquettes are displayed and 

elaborated to embodied practices such as bowing, kneeling, and shouting osu (respect) or 

kiai (spirit yield). These rituals and, equally important, the process of learning to perform 

these rituals create a karate space, evoke a kind of Japaneseness to its participants and 

spectators alike and further transform its participants into karateka (karate practitioners) 

in the new social order of the karate world.  

 The social order of the karate clubs is manifested in the way hierarchy and expertise are 

orchestrated and interwoven into routine practices in the clubs. There is an 

institutionalised hierarchical group structure that differentiates, marks and displays 

students and sensei’s expertise in karate. Hierarchy in the dojo, in turn, is performed and 

reinforced through different modalities and channels and language use, such as semiotics 

of colours, spatial allocation, gestures, commands, address terms, vocatives, and right to 

speak.   

 The hierarchy and karate expertise are entangled with one’s linguistic expertise. SK’s 

competence in specialised Japanese karate terms cements his status and authority as the 
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most senior karate coach. However, he found himself ‘downgraded’ in one club as his 

command of English was considered insufficient.   

 In the other club where SK is the ‘one in command’, multiple languages are used in 

coaching but for different purposes: the use of Japanese is limited to performativity and 

rituals and, along with white karate gi (karate uniform), hierarchy of ranks, kneeling and 

bowing, is part of the discourse that ‘Japanises’ the karate practices.  In contrast, Polish, 

English and other linguistic and semiotic forms are used collaboratively as languages of 

instruction, elaboration, disciplines or information.  

  The roles and status of the same languages can vary significantly according to the 

context. In one venue where SK has a greater sense of ownership, he has the tendency to 

use more Polish other than English to discipline, explain, feedback, correct, inform and 

build a good rapport with the children. Romani is used not just as a convenient choice 

for SK and his assistant to keep their conversation to themselves, but a symbol of 

solidarity and shared heritage. 

 In both venues, SK makes use of a range of linguistic and semiotic repertories, including 

multiple languages and embodied communication. In going about communication, he 

assigns different functions to different languages and at the same time, is adept at 

mobilising and blending his linguistic and non-linguistic resources in communication. He 

has tried and tested strategies to make up his English inadequacy through using ‘simple’ 

words, embodying instructions, and translation.  

 Finally, it is the dynamic translanguaging practices as discussed above that contribute to 

the transformation of karate from a national martial art to a global and transcultural 

practice which, paradoxically, capitalises on the myth of karate as Japanese.   
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2  Introduction 

 

“Nie rób głupich min!” [Stop making silly faces!] – SK lectures a student in Polish. It`s a clear view 

from the corner; I can see students giggling and hiding behind one another’s back. SK disciplines 

them again and keeps on pacing up and down the room. Students are moving backwards and 

forwards and working on keeping their feet in line.  

“Ich, ni, san...” [one, two, three] –  he counts in Japanese again. “zmień ręce!” [change hands!] – he 

shouts. 

“Kiai” [spirit fight] -- children cheer loudly.  

“yoi” [ready] – SK draws his students’ attention – “osu” [respect]  

“osu” [respect] – children answer. SK helps the youngest student to tie his red belt up. The boy is 

smiling and staring at SK while a late student walks into the room and kneels down by the door 

waiting for SK’s permission to be let in.  

“bow” – he says. She answers: 

 “osu” [respect]  

“uczcie się od niej!” [Learn from her!] – he compliments the girl for her behaviour.  

(DJP/ELKC/20.10.15) 

 

The above field notes captured an ordinary moment in a karate club in London. The coach, the 

Key Participant in our research, gives commands to a group of children wearing white karate gi 

and coloured belts.  Children shout Kiai at the end of a set sequence of movements and 

exchange osu (respect) with their coach. A late student kneels by the door, waits for the coach’s 

permission to join in and responds to the coach’s instruction with osu.  For an observer, these 

practices are manifestations of the karate culture and index certain kind of Japaneseness. Yet, 

there is something special about this karate club: karate culture is translated through a 

combination of Japanese, Polish and English languages by a coach who was born into a Polish 

Roma family, grew up in Poland and lived in London for a decade. Its 20 participants, some of 

whom are from newly arrived migrant families, speak a variety of languages such as Polish, 

Lithuanian and Russian with various levels of competence in English.  The juxtaposition of both 

Japaneseness and linguistic and cultural diversities in the club is at the heart of our research 

endeavour on translating culture.   

Translation is ‘a way of thinking about how languages, people, and cultures are transformed as 

they move between different places’” (Young, 2003, p.29). In this report, we investigate how 

languages, people and cultures are transformed in multilingual karate clubs in London using data 

collected through a four-month linguistic ethnography. We are interested in two key questions:  
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1. How is karate culture translated across national boundaries and languages? While 

acknowledging the complexity of the notion of culture, we use the term ‘karate culture’ to refer 

to the values, beliefs, conventions or orientations shared and learned by karate communities. We 

are interested in how karate transforms from a local martial art into a global one.  

2. What role do language(s) play in translating karate culture? Translanguaging, as a ground-

breaking new way of understanding language and communication, refer to the dynamic meaning-

making process whereby multilingual speaker go beyond conventional divide between languages 

and modalities to act, to know and to be (Garcia & Li Wei, 2014). We are interested in how 

languages and other semiotic resources contribute to the translation of karate culture and its 

transformation into a global martial art.  
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3 Whose karate?: A  review of historical trajectories of karate 

Karate-do, or 空手道 (the way or path of empty hand), is known as a martial art that 

predominantly consists of striking techniques that involves the use of bare hands, elbows, feet, 

and knees (Tan, 2004).  It places emphasis on exercise and competition and can be practised as 

self-defence or a combat sport.  Estimated as having 50 million practitioners world-wide (Web 

Japan, http://web-japan.org/factsheet/en/pdf/e16_martial_art.pdf), it is one of the most widely 

practiced and popular Japanese martial arts in the world (Tan, 2004).   

Karate practice consists of two board types: kata and kumite.  While kumite is a free-form 

fighting and contest, kata is a set of fixed movements which contains techniques to be used in 

combat. The underlying pedagogical principles of kata are two: repetition and fine-tuning to 

develop body awareness (Langsner, 2006).  The emphasis is on honing of physical skills and a 

state of mind including ‘posture, balance, symmetry, focus, and a smooth execution’ (Tan, 2004, 

p.171) as well as ‘precision’ (Langsner, 2006).  Langsner (2006, p.3) further compares kata 

practice as ‘restored behaviour’ in performance in Richard Schechner’s term (1985), since 

‘each kata is a self-contained ritual that is transmitted from the body of the teacher and restored 

into the body of the student …no detail is ignored.  There is no room for personal interpretation.  

Every aspect from rhythm and timing to physical placement of the body in space within 

fractions of an inch to use of breath is pre-set by the tradition.’   

Its strong emphasis on shaping minds in addition to body is underpinned by its affinity to the 

philosophy of Japanese Zen Buddhist.  The kanji character for karate, 空手 ‘empty hand’, 

represent not only its focus on bare hands but also the state of ‘nothingness’, the essence of Zen 

(Tan, 2004). The importance of mind and spiritual pursuits in karate is reflected in the dojo kun 

(the code of conduct in karate hall) and repeatedly referred to by the founding father of modern 

karate, Funakoshi Gichin, in his summary of the key principles of karate (1975). For example, he 

talks about ‘continually polishing your mind’, ‘fostering righteousness’ and ‘do not think about 

winning, think about not losing’.   

While there are ample examples of embodied, linguistic, spiritual and pedagogical practices in 

modern karate which contribute to its recognition as Japanese martial art (particularly in the 

discourse of the west), the truth is that karate did not originate from Japan. The development of 

karate into a systematic martial art and its subsequent transformation from a local martial art into 

the mainland Japan and later into Anglo-American culture are a process of translating culture 

through migration, contact and political and ideological struggle.  

The origins  

Although karate is often attributed in the public discourse in the west as originating from 

Okinawa, an island of the Ryukyu islands to the south of the Japanese main island (Image 1), 

karate, from its outset, ‘was not merely the product of one nation or one culture, but rather the 

outcome of interactions in East Asia between groups sharing frequent and prolonged contact’ 

since the 14th century (Johnson, 2012, p.64). The intense interactions and exchanges were a result 

of the geographical uniqueness of Okinawa (Tan, 2004). Located close to the two major 
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civilisations, Japan and China, the island was sometimes used as trade centre or stopover while 

being subject to military invasion or political domination by its neighbours. In Krug’s review of 

the historical trajectories of karate (2001), he identified several events that contributed to the 

development of karate. These include the extensive trade between Okinawa and China and other 

cultures, and Okinawa’s political status as a tributary state of the Chinese empire in the 14 and 15 

centuries. Krug noted that Chinese emissaries, sent by the then Chinese empire to all its tributary 

states, brought martial arts, among other things, to Okinawa. Many Okinawans travelled to and 

stayed in China for extended periods of time.  According to Krug (2001, p.396),  

‘Karate is a creole of practices that were combined together on the island of Okinawa. Originally 

referred to as te (hand), karate combined indigenous fighting techniques with knowledge and 

practices from China, Japan, and possibly from Thailand, the Philippines, and other countries in 

the area. However, the major influence was Chinese.’ 

Other subsequent historical events which have impacted on the development of karate as a 

creole of practices mentioned by Krug (2001) include the banning of hoarding of weapon by 

individuals in 1507 by King Sho Hanshi, which only stimulated interest in the practice of 

unarmed combat; and the invasion of Okinawa by the Satsuma clan from Japan in 1609 and the 

resultant further ‘cross-fertilisation’ of martial arts styles from China, Japan and the local 

indigenous fighting perhaps through Okinawans’ travelling to Kyushu to attend military training 

by the Satsuma (Mottern, 2001, cited in Johnson, 2012). 

 

 

Image  1: Ryukyu Islands (Source: Stamp World History)  

Japanisation   

As several scholars point out, the Japanisation of karate was ‘historically complex and politically 

contingent’ (Tan, 2004, p.169). Following the Meiji Restoration in Japan (1968) and the 
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annexation of the island by the Japanese government, karate was introduced to mainland Japan. 

The process of Japanisation of karate, as Johnson (2012, p.62) argues, requires ‘a shift of framing 

from the Okinawan culture and its traditions to those of mainland Japan- a cultural translation of 

the practice’. The shift lies in ‘the introduction of elements from the Japanese martial tradition, 

and a contraction of the perceived difference between the two cultures and their respective 

populaces’. Johnson (2012, p.62) also points out,  

‘this process was not merely the appropriation of a cultural tradition by an invading and 

dominating foreign presence in the form of the Japanese government. In fact, this translation 

was also facilitated through acts of individual agency by Okinawans who willingly adopted 

Japanese martial traditions and identified themselves as Japanese as well as Okinawan. The 

interesting dynamic of this negotiation in translating the Okinawan art of karate to Japan, a 

culture with its own rich martial traditions, can be described as either wildly successful or 

disquietingly effective.’  

There were a number of noticeable and significant changes and developments. The Okinawan 

karate master, Funakoshi Gichin (船越義珍, 1868-1957, the widely accepted founding father of 

modern karate) gave a demonstration in 1916 in Kyoto, signalling the start of acceptance of 

Okinawan karate into Japan. In 1927, karate became part of the school curriculum in Japan.  

Karate was originally known as Tang or China hand (唐手), but the political tension between 

Japan and China required that ‘these foreign references be systematically effaced’ (Krug, 2001, 

p.397). In 1936, a group of karate instructors took up Funakoshi’s suggestion and decided to 

change the characters of karate to ‘empty hand’. The change was significant in many levels in 

addition to the political tension. By changing one character, the term karate can refer to its 

emphasis on unarmed combative applications and its religious underpinning and spiritual 

pursuits (Mottern 2001, cited in Johnson, 2012, p.69). The addition of the suffix dou or do 

happened sometime later to create the name ‘karate-dou’ or ‘karate-do’ to ‘further emphasise and 

promote the art as a ‘martial way’ that possessed para-religious undertones’ (Tan, 2004, p.183). 

While karate found its way into school curricula and educational institutions largely to 

Funakoshi’s credits, it also became ‘ritualised’, ‘formalised’, ‘militarised’, ‘simplified’ and ‘unified’ 

during this period. Numerous techniques were reduced to punches, blocks, kicks and weapons, 

as advanced techniques were considered unsuitable for school children or the general public 

(Krug, 2001, p.397). Another important change was the introduction of kumite, or 

sparring/contest as discussed at the beginning of this section, into practice by Funakoshi, to 

accommodate Japanese students’ desire for competition, as they would do for judo or kendo. 

Along with competition, Funakoshi also adopted from judo the ranking system of coloured belts 

and degrees of black belts, as well as the uniform or gi (Mottern, 2001). The formalisation or 

militarisation of karate was introduced from judo by a master called Yabu Kenstu. According to 

Madis (2003, p.189, cited in Johnson, 2012, p.69),  

“A former officer in the Japanese army, Yabu [Kentsu] introduced many procedures still 

practiced in karate schools worldwide... These innovations included... bowing upon entering the 

training hall, lining up students in order of rank, seated meditation (a Buddhist practice), 

sequenced training, answering the instructor with loud acknowledgment, closing class with 
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formalities similar to opening class. Most of these procedures already had been implemented in 

judo and kendo training and reflect a blending of European militarism and physical culture with 

Japanese neo-Confucianism, militarism and physical culture. However, these procedures did not 

exist in China, or in Okinawan karate before Yabu”.  

Johnson (2012, p.66) was keen to point out, ‘these modifications were not always carried out at 

the direct order of the Japanese government. Often, they were in response to the observations of 

individual Okinawan masters who felt that changes were necessary for the further dissemination 

of the art, including recognition of karate’s legitimacy by the populations of mainland Japan’.  

Through modification, ‘Okinawans were able to incorporate their martial art into the traditions 

of the Japanese mainland. In cooperation, the Japanese government sought to assimilate the 

Okinawan people and enfold karate into their promotion of the imagined homogeneity of Japan. 

The active agency of both parties reveals that this interaction was a negotiation between the 

samurai core-subculture of Japan and the karate practitioners of Okinawa, rather than simply a 

one-sided assimilation’ (p.61).  

Despite modifications, however, karate was perceived as a foreign martial art and not fully 

assimilated into the Japanese culture for a long period of time. The irony is that this very 

marginalisation helped karate to survive the governance and scrutiny of the Allied forces after 

the Second World War. While venues for other contemporary martial arts such as kendo and 

judo were closed down, karate practice, as it was not regarded as a threat by the occupying Allied 

forces, was not only able to continue, but also generated greater interest from the Japanese 

people as well as the Allied service personnel stationed in Japan (Donohue, 1993).  It was 

repositioned as ‘an art of self-defence’ and ‘a moral vehicle for the perfection of character rather 

than a pure combat art’ (Donohue, 1993, p.109).  

Global popularisation  

Another irony that unfolded subsequently is that the American occupation of Japan during the 

late 1940s and their continued influence and presence in Japan and Okinawa afterwards ‘played 

an important role in the growing international popularisation of the Japanese martial arts 

including karate’ (Tan, 2004, p.185). Here, again, cultural contact, people on the move and 

political struggle paved the way for a growing globalisation of karate. When many military service 

personnel returned from overseas duties, they also brought back the practice of the Japanese 

martial arts and contributed the exodus of karate masters. It was during this period that karate, 

within Japan, ‘grew to become part of efforts by a Japanese national identity that sought to 

reassert itself by reimagining its past…Once more in another interesting turn of cultural 

reimagination, karate was represented and remythologized—this time as an essentialized 

expression of Japan’s historical legacy and cultural heritage’ (Tan, 2004, p.185).   

Outside Japan, appropriation of Okinawan karate into the Anglo-American culture went through 

three stages, according to Krug (2001). It starts with the initial stage of ‘discovering’ and 

‘mythologizing’ (1920s to 1970s) where karate was stripped off its complex history, became 

‘frozen as a cultural moment’ and marker of ‘Asianess’ and the Other.  In the second stage of 

appropriation (1946-1980), the first karate dojo in the United States was opened in 1946. Karate 
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(along with judo) was introduced into the training programme of United States Air Force and 

then spread in America, Europe Australia, and other Western cultures through tournaments and 

competitions and karate schools.  Karate was no longer karate in the Okinawan sense, but 

became what westerners imagined.  The ‘Western imagination’ was constructed in the mass 

media, often blurring the boundaries between karate and sport and other physical activities such 

as body-building. There were significant attempts by Anglo-American, Okinawan and Japanese 

karate practitioners to disseminate scholarship through publications. However, the publications 

by the latter two groups were only accessible to select groups, probably because of the linguistic 

barrier. In the third stage which Krug referred to as ‘de-mythologizing’ (1980s to the present), 

the contemporary understanding of karate undergoes a fundamental change. With the demise of 

legendary founding fathers of karate, the ties with its origins were further severed and the 

authority and legitimacy change from masters to organisations which can ‘establish ranking, 

certification and the allocation of all forms of deference’ (Krug, 2001, p.404). This has cascading 

consequences. As Krug points out, karate then is ‘transformed into a commodity and its method 

of diffusion sold through franchises, complete with door-knocking proselytes and incentive 

programs for recruitments’ (p.404). The appropriation of karate and development of karate as a 

business and as a commodity on a global stage makes it even more difficult to answer the 

question of whose karate. Krug (2001, p.404) reported that a senior Dan instructor told him that 

‘in a few years the Okinawans will be coming here (Australia) to learn from us’, implying that 

Australia now has more advanced karate practice, better than that of the origin. As karate 

becomes a global martial art, its place of origins is no longer equal to authenticity or authority.  

In sum, karate, with its roots traced back to the Chinese martial arts, went through three major 

phrases of translation: the combination of indigenous fighting techniques and Chinese martial 

arts into a systematic Okinawan karate; Japanisation  and modifications needed in terms of 

ritualising, formalising, militarising, simplifying, and unifying to make it one of ‘Japanese’ martial 

arts) and globalisation when it was appropriated and re-imagined in the West and became a 

global Japanese martial art, enjoying more popularity outside Japan than in Japan.  
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4 Research methodology and data 

The overall research design for the project, TLANG, is linguistic ethnography, a methodology 

that allows researcher to develop a deeper understanding of the meanings embedded in 

observable (cultural) practices and beliefs of people in a specific time and context. Wacquant 

(2003, p. 5) defines ethnography as ‘social research based on the close-up, on-the-ground 

observation of people and institutions in real time and space, in which the investigator embeds 

herself near (or within) the phenomenon so as to detect how and why agents on the scene act, 

think and feel the way they do’.  

As in the business and heritage phrase of the project (Zhu Hua, Li Wei & Lyons, 2015; Zhu Hua, 

Li Wei & Lyons, 2016), the data for this sport phase were collected through the means of 

ethnographic observations (field notes), recordings (audio and video recording and 

transcriptions), linguistic landscaping (photographs) and interviews (transcription). In addition, a 

small amount of social media data were collected through screenshots and forwarding /archiving.  

Table 1 offers an overview of the data collected through different means. Additional notes 

regarding the context and process of different types of data collection and analysis are given 

below. The profile and information about the KP will be provided in Sections 4 separately.  

Table 1 Overview of data in the London Sport case study  

Types of data Details 

Field notes 23 sets: 45,997 words containing 52 photos 

Audio recording in observed clubs 26 sessions: 25h 54m 42s  

Audio recording at home 6 sessions: 2 h 31m 45s 

Video recording  4h 19m 4s 

Interviews 8 sessions: 5h 19m 4s 

Photos 110 images (during the training sessions) 

Social media  6 txt + 13 emails + 23 WhatsAPP messages 

 

Field notes 

Field notes were written by the research team (ZH, LW and DJP) following observations which 

took place in two karate clubs between 1st October 2015 and 31st January 2016.  The 

observations followed the timetable and schedule of karate clubs (which in turn follows school 

timetable) and usually lasted two hours each time and twice a week.  The breakdown of number 

of field notes for each site/club is 13 for East London Karate Club and 10 for West London 

Karate Club.  The details of each site will be described separately in Section 6.  Our KP (Key 

participant) usually gets to the venue a few minutes earlier and then immediately starts 

preparation for the lesson. His pre-occupation with getting things ready and engagement in 

teaching during the lessons means that we have limited time to interact with him off-task.  DJP 

commented on how the limited contact in-between the KP’s teaching impacts on observation in 

her vignette (which was written up as a reflection after the completion of the data collection).  

Our presence in the club is ‘silent’ and the causal chats which we have found very useful in 

understanding our KPs in the previous rounds of data collection (i.e. business and heritage) is 

out of the question.   
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My chances to access our KP (SK) depended on the teaching/not-teaching modes of his 

work and only the latter brought opportunities for interaction. The teaching mode was 

somewhat a sacred time defined by learning about respect and discipline. Fixed rules for 

turn-taking were part of Karate learning regime and prevented me from interacting with 

SK during sessions. I could ask no questions or clarify my understanding nor I could get 

feedback. I was limited to silent observations. The structure of trainings and group 

membership hierarchy was accorded to the levels of skills; I was allowed to participate 

only in the lowest level classes to observe SK closer. When participated, I was classed as 

a novice and assigned to Dv, SK’s assistant. Although I was learning about Dv as a 

different dimension of SK’s life, it kept me even further from learning directly about SK. 

The higher-levels’ classroom culture was based on a dialogue between SK and his 

students. Nevertheless, I could not join in due to the obvious lack of skills. The contact 

between SK and I was dictated by the nature of Karate as sport discipline, leaving me at 

the mercy of his un/willingness to dedicate his time to me before or after the sessions. 

The limited opportunity to talk was the main obstacle in building the relationship. SK 

was aware of it and kept it as safety barrier to control the distance between us.  (DJP’s 

vignette, December 2015) 

The logistics posed challenges for the team: both clubs run in evenings and the two sites are in 

different parts of London. The research team managed to plan their work and family life around 

the evening. The train journey to and back from the venue has become an invaluable space to 

catch up with each other. On one occasion when there was disruption with the underground 

service after the club, ZH and DJP travelled with the KP along an alternative route. The 

extended journey unexpectedly became a bonding/socialising session with the KP. We talked 

about life and work before and after moving to the UK. The KP began to ask questions rather 

than just answered our questions. Both ZH and DJP noted in their field notes the change in the 

KP who became more at ease with the researchers’ presence and opened up to a great extent.  

One of the highlights of this round of data collection is the participatory observations. ZH and 

DJP joined the karate training for a number of times. The participation allowed different 

perspectives and legitimatises the researcher’s place of observation from a corner to an active 

zone of participation (‘right under the KP’s nose’), as ZH commented in her vignette:  

We stood alongside 4 and 5 years-old and were taught by a 15-year-old coach who did 

not hesitate to make it clear very politely that our moves were not right and who, despite 

his age, was very good at teaching a diverse group of various abilities and experience.  

Participating as a student gave me a new perspective to what is going in the lesson.  It 

legitimatises my place of observation from a corner of the room to ‘right under the KP’s 

nose’ and I can see better what was going and where the KP was directing his attention. 

It also helped me to share children’s experience and to find out what it was like to learn 

the basic moves which are in fact not that simple, to memorise the names of the moves 

aurally, and to discipline yourself when you are exhausted from endless rounds of push-

up, jumping up and sit-up. (ZH’s vignette, December 2015). 
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To identify the themes emerging from field notes, each member of the research team read the 

whole set of the field notes and prepared a list of themes separately. We then took turns to talk 

about the themes identified by each of us in order of significance, collated the main themes and 

grouped them under 16 themes.  These are: translation and translanguaging; multilingual 

competence; language choice; language use; language, power and communication; model, 

normative behaviour, discipline and sense of humour; pedagogy; hierarchy; understanding of 

culture; framing, learning and socialisation of culture; ritual; the researcher-researcher 

relationship; resilience; embodiment; sport as community activity and competitiveness.  

Audio and video recording  

A majority of the audio and video recordings were carried out during the karate lessons. Right 

from the beginning, the KP was at ease with carrying the audio recorder and wearing a 

microphone on his karate gi and did not seem to feel that the equipment restricted his 

movements in any way. The KP was in charge of home audio recordings and was encouraged to 

record interactions between him and his family or friends. Altogether about 2.5 hours of 

recordings were collected. The videos were recorded using an iPad during the karate lessons.  

All recordings were filed and processed.  General descriptions of audio and video files were 

summarised in excel form first.  As language use and meaning-making are very much situated in 

space and interact with body movements in sports, we have decided to focus on analysis of video 

recording, as it offers a means of capturing multimodal aspect of language use and 

communication.  Extracts from video recordings containing examples of themes already 

identified in the field notes and new themes were identified and then further transcribed through 

ELAN software. Five macro themes are identified from video data. These include multimodality; 

verbal communication; bodily codes; behavioural codes and pedagogy.   

Interviews 

Four semi-structured interviews were conducted with the KP. They include 3 interviews by DJP 

in Polish and 1 interview by Zhu Hua in English with DJP as an interpreter. The questions cover 

karate practice, language, migration and life in general.  In addition, another four interviews were 

conducted with SK’s assistant, colleague and two of his students.  The analysis of responses was 

organised around six themes. They are: karate as a sport; karate instructor - a job; karate 

education and training: pedagogy; norms through which s perceives the world; language(s) in s’s 

life; and family and home.  

Photographs 

Photographs were taken during observations for two purposes: one is to document surroundings 

and venues visually and the other to capture transient moments of interactions which caught the 

researchers’ attention. Many of the images are incorporated into the field notes enabling us to 

situate practices and interactions in contexts and to understand the multimodal aspect of 

communication.  
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Social Media  

The KP owns a smartphone and uses it to talk and to receive text messaging. When DJP texted 

him about observation matters, he tended to call her back rather than texted his replies. He uses 

WhatsAPP to phone his family in Poland, to contact his wife when he travels abroad without her 

and to communicate with the research team. Although he has a hotmail email account, he joked 

that he does not know what is in his inbox, as ‘his children do with it what they want’. From the 

emails he forwarded to us, the messages are mainly about communication with his line manager 

in one venue. All the forwarded messages were in English including the messages from the 

director of the karate club and his replies in English. When asked how he manages writing his 

emails in English, he answered that if things are complex, he usually asks his son for help. He 

also mentioned that if he feels that he could reply with words in the emails he receives, then he 

tries to write the emails without help.    
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5 The key participant (KP) 

The key participant is SK. He is known by his Polish name’s diminutive which happens to be a 

name in English among friends and colleagues who find Polish pronunciation difficult.  He is a 

medallist at national and international karate championships and a 6th Dan Funakoshi karate 

instructor training young children, teenagers and adults of various levels in London. These 

successes plus his recent appearance in an exhibition (Section 5.6) have made him a well-known 

figure within and beyond karate communities. We first got to know him through a charity 

working with East European Roma refugees and migrants when we were collecting data for the 

business phase of the TLANG project. The team was invited to a community event organised by 

the charity and SK gave a karate demonstration with a small group of young school students. 

Family on the move 

SK was born into a large Polish/Roma family of travellers in Żary (Image 2) in 1960s. His 

mother was a fortune teller and his father used to make enamel pots. He is one of eight children 

and has three brothers and four sisters. He was born into in one of the tabors (the term used by 

Gypsies to describe their settlement – a camp).  He has several birth certificates with different 

surnames, as his mother used several surnames (her mother’s, her father’s and then her 

husband’s). In 1964, the Polish government outlawed Roma tradition of roaming and his family 

was forced to settle and offered an old house on the outskirts of Żary, among other Roma 

travellers’ families. His father was jailed for confronting the authorities for a period of time and 

the family struggled without him. When SK was seven years old, the family moved to Nysa, 

south to Żary and SK stayed there until mid-forties.  SK regards Nysa as ‘home’, as it is the place 

where he grew up and has his friends and enemies. He carries a key ring with him which says 

‘Sorry New York. I love Nysa’ (Image 3).  

kiedyś słyszałem jak jedna osoba mówiła że jej dom jest tam gdzie mieszka i tam gdzie 

jest jej dobrze .. mój dom ...zawsze jeżeli myślę o domie to myślę o Polsce o Nysie o 

konkretnym miejscu i to jest miejsce w którym się wychowałem w którym chodziłem do 

szkoły w którym mam swoich kolegów przyjaciół wrogów i to jest takie miejsce (I3SD 

354-358) 

/once I heard someone saying that their home is where they live and where they are 

happy … my home …always when I think about home I think about Poland about Nysa 

about an actual place and it is the place where I grew up where I was going to school 

where I have my friends and enemies and this is the place/ 
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Image  2: Żary (Source: Google Maps) 

 

 

Image  3: SK’s key ring 

 

SK is married to a Polish woman and has two daughters and one son. SK was trained by his 

Roma father to make enamel pots for living. Nevertheless, after successfully completing his A-

levels and gaining a qualification as a mechanic, he took a number of jobs as a mechanic. In 2006, 

SK moved to the UK to join his sister who had lived in London already, aiming to find a better 

life for his family and better future for his children.  His family followed him later. He is very 

grateful to the charity which we mentioned earlier for all the help they offered on his arrival and 

is keen on working with them.  In London, SK started off working with young children teaching 

them karate and gradually expanded his professional engagement to teach adults in other clubs. 

He also did some temporary building or decorating work.   

Although SK’s children are adults now and they decided to migrate to other places (one daughter 

in Germany, the other one in Poland, and the son is also planning to return to Poland), he feels 

that moving to London was a good decision.  As he summarises in the interview, it made good 

education available to his children and gave them the opportunity to learn other languages. 

Nevertheless, SK emphasises he has never felt he settled in the UK. Despite his roots in 

nomadic way of life, his sense of home is attached to one precise place, ‘his’ town Nysa in 
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southwestern Poland. He feels emotionally attached to the place where he was brought up and 

where his parents are buried. He believes he will return to Poland one day. Indeed, at the time of 

writing up this report, SK informed us that he would be returning to Nysa.  

Formal education  

SK started his primary education and learning Polish, the language of instruction and learning in 

schools, when the family moved to Żary at the age of seven.  He struggled with learning through 

a language different from his home languages and had no friends as the ‘odd one out’. However, 

he made it without being sent to the special education school where most of ‘Gypsy’ children 

including many of his friends were sent, just because they were Gypsies. He met a teacher who 

was very supportive. 

After the primary school, he decided to go to a technical secondary school (which is very similar 

to vocational education) where he achieved very high scores on his A-levels and graduated as a 

mechanic. Despite his success in scoring the highest A-levels in his class, he was not given an 

opportunity for Higher Education. He applied for the university course hoping to study physical 

education but was refused an entry to the exam, as he is a ‘Cygan’ (a Gypsy) and hence not 

entitled to Higher Education. 

Karate learning  

SK joined a Karate club at the age of 15 and continued his learning to achieve the Black Belt 

when he was 23. He excelled to reach the 6th Dan in Karate education awarded by Giuseppe 

Beghetto in Bielsko-Biala, Poland in 2011.  He described doing karate as ‘passion’ and part of his 

life where he met friends and they grew old together in his interview as below.  

ja czasami mam chęć przestać ale nie daję rady {laughing} raczej już mam dość tego . już 

mi się nie chce że już nie mam siły, nie, ..no ale ale to po prostu jest taka .. jakby 

powiedzieć ... pasja. Oo.. to jest taka pasja, no,  i trenujesz tyle lat masz kolegów 

przyjaciół i przychodzisz dwa trzy razy w tygodniu na trening i spotykasz ich 

rozmawiasz .. err ci moi koledzy to też kiedyś byli kawalerami teraz dzisiaj sa mężami 

ojcami  niektórzy prowadzą firmy  i dalej się spotykamy, nie, i widzimy jak się starzejemy 

powoli no .  (Interview, I1SD 123-128) 

/sometimes I would like to stop but I cannot {laughing} rather I am fed up . it seems to 

me that I have no more strengths, right, but this actually is … how to say it … passion .. 

yes. passion. Oo .. it is a passion, right, and you train for so many years you have friends 

and you come twice three times a week for a training and you meet them talk .. er these 

friends of mine once were young and single and now they are husbands fathers some run 

companies and still we meet up, right, and we watch one another growing old / 

For SK, karate is ‘a very good thing’, as it teaches how to respect other people, and it is a skill 

that that you can apply to other contexts, for example, home, school, neighbours or people on 

the street.  
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to jest bardzo dobra rzecz .. uczy szacunku ... powiem ci tak nawet jeżeli wykonujesz sto 

razy jakieś ćwiczenie i  sto razy się kłaniasz .. jeżeli walczysz 100 razy z kimś . kłaniasz się 

mu sto razy . jaki ... w pewnym momencie oddaje to twój szacunek do tego drugiego i tak 

samo . jak później to nabywasz przez wiele lat przez wiele miesięcy na treningu to później 

zaczynasz okazywać to w domu  . w szkole . sąsiadom  ... ludziom na ulicy .. .to jest 

bardzo dobra rzecz  (I1SD 543-547) 

/it is a very good thing … it teaches respect  . I’ll tell you this even if you practice a 

hundred times an exercise and a hundred times you bow . if you fight hundred times with 

someone . you bow a hundred times  . what a . at some point . respect it shows to the 

other person and the same . when later you acquire during many years many months 

during the trainings then later you start to apply it at home . at school . to your 

neighbours  . to people on the street … it is a very good thing/ 

SK explained why repetition is important to karate practice and how it helps to develop 

‘conditional’ and ‘learned’ reflexes, essential to a good fighter.  

karate polega na tym aaaa na powtarzaniu setek wiele tysięcy razy err kombinacji którą 

organizm przyswoi /.../ dobry fighter to jest taki który ma dużo odruchów ...  a odruchy 

to .... jest jakby powiedzieć cześć taka w człowieku nabyta .. to nie jest wrodzona część  ... 

czym masz więcej odruchów tym możesz być lepszym zawodnikiem lepszym karateką 

(I3SD 302-307) 

/karate is based on aaaa on repeating a combination learned by body for hundreds many 

thousands of times/…/ a good fighter is someone who has developed a lot conditional 

reflexes … and the reflexes are ... how to say it the stuff that is learned in a human … it’s 

not inborn …the more the learned reflexes you have the better competitor or karateka 

you are / 

SK also described competing with others as an important element in the process of learning, as it 

motivates students to achieve more. 

konkurencja dobrze wpływa na nich bo ich poziom wzrasta ... jeżeli uczniowie ze sobą 

nie konkurują to nie osiągną celu nie osiągną jakiegoś wyższego poziomu ... bez 

konkurencji jest to nie możliwe (I1SD 520-523) 

/competition has a good influence on them {competitors} because their level 

improves … if students don’t compete amongst one another they won’t achieve a higher 

level … without competition it is impossible/ 

SK emphasised that regular participation in competitions is the way to learn how to manage 

stress well and how to succeed as a sport competitor.  

powinno się startować minimum 3 -4 razy w roku . nie . nabierasz takiej ogłady jak to się 

mówi . nie odczuwasz tego stresu ale jak startujesz raz w roku albo raz na dwa lata to to z 

powrotem wraca (I1SD 297-299) 
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/one should take part in competitions minimum 3-4 times a year . right . you get 

accustomed to it as they say . you don’t feel that kind of stress but when you compete 

once a year or every two years it comes back/ 

Coaching  

He attended a general teaching course (154 hrs) for sport instructors in 1990, soon after he 

achieved black belt and gained qualifications to be a coach.  He explained why he went to the 

course in the first place in his interview:  

/at the beginning I never wanted to be a teacher but I was beginning. supporting and 

helping my coach … I was doing the classes when he wasn’t there and I was helping . at 

some point there was some course that you could take if you wanted to be an instructor . 

and my teacher suggested I should . have done that that I may use it in the future . and I 

finished it and the course was more than 150 hours of training/ (I4SZD 205-209) 

His specialised knowledge about teaching Karate also comes from observing and copying from 

his coach. 

tzn byłem byłem err jeden z lepszych uczni  mojego nauczyciela że  tak powiem 

pomagałem mu byłem jego asystentem /.../ widziałem jak trenuje co robi po prostu 

brałem przykład z niego i tak samo robiłem tak jak on i to jest mądry czlowiek (Interview, 

I1SD 403-407) 

/I mean I was eeer one of the better students 1of my master if I can say that I was 

helping him I was his assistant /…/ I saw how he was training and what he was doing I 

simply was learning from his example and I was copying him and this is a wise man/ 

 

SK commented on the purpose of karate clubs for children.  It is a way of getting the kids 

engaged into something appropriate and constructive for their age rather than getting involved in 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

1SK says ‘uczni’ instead of ‘uczniów’: ‘uczni’ / `u ʈ͡ʂ ɲ ɪ/ (rare and colloquial speech) versus  ‘uczniów’ / `u ʈ͡ʂ ɲ u f/ = Genitive 

case of the plural noun ‘uczniowie’ / ‘ u ʈ͡ʂ ɲ o v ie / [students] 

or: 

‘uczni’ /`u tʃ ɲ ɪ/ (rare and colloquial speech) versus  ‘uczniów’ /`u tʃ ɲ u f/ = Genitive case of the plural noun ‘uczniowie’ /u tʃ 

`ɲ o v ie / [students] 
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anti-social behaviours. He also led the courses set up as a mediational and supporting 

pedagogical tool for children who have behavioural problems at school or some physical 

disability.  

Language profiles 

SK is a multilingual speaker. He grew up in a family and a community where multiple 

languages/dialects co-exist and at the same time, have different status and distributions.  

 Romani (or Romanese as known among Roma communities): he learned to speak two 

mutually unintelligible Romani dialects from both his mother’s and father’s side.  As a 

child, the main language at home was the Romani dialect spoken by his father, as his 

mother moved to his father’s home after getting married. Although his mother did not 

speak her own dialect to them until he was older, SK learned to speak his mother’s 

dialect by keeping in contact with other speakers of the same dialect. During the data 

collection, we observed him speak Romani and Polish with his assistant from the Polish 

Roma community and send text messages in Romani with his assistant’s mum.  

 Polish: he started learning Polish when he attended a primary school at the age of 7. His 

subsequent successful completion of a Polish-mediated technical secondary school 

suggests that his Polish literacy skills are of minimal secondary school level. He uses 

Polish with other Polish-English bilingual speakers including our research fellow, DJP.  

His spoken Polish uses nonstandard Polish grammar and pronunciation.  He speaks 

Polish at home, as his wife does not speak Romani. He speaks Polish, English and 

Japanese in the East London Karate Club venue where he is the sole coach.  

 English: he started learning English when he moved to the UK in mid-forties. He goes to 

English lessons every week. His has a basic, functional command of English with reading 

comprehension skills stronger than other skills. SK can read some limited English (e.g., 

signs, forms or emails from his workplace). However, in everyday interactions, he seems 

to be reluctant to speak in English and tends to use a mediator to interpret for him 

whenever he can find someone who speaks English. There is evidence that he reads his 

workplace emails in English, but he tends to get his children to reply on his behalf.  

 Russian: he learned Russian in school and reported that his level of Russian remained 

elementary.  

 Japanese: he started learning specialised Japanese terms and vocabulary for karate when 

he started karate at the age of 15. He is proud of his mastery of Japanese specialised 

karate terms and regards this as a key indicator of his advanced karate skills.  

His children are all multilingual speakers. His son speaks Polish, English and Romani; the older 

daughter who lives in Germany also speaks German in addition to Polish, English and Romani. 

The younger daughter speaks Polish and English. Although she does not speak Romani, she 

understands it. SK speaks Polish with his wife and does not mind his wife not speaking Romani, 

on some special occasion such as family celebrations, language choice becomes important 

symbolically:  their children use Romani to give him best wishes and Polish to his wife.  
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eeer tak ...święta /.../ i takim i takim teraz to właściwie nie ma takiego znaczenia jedynie 

znaczenia ma eeer ... życzenia składanie sobie, nie, no ... czyli dzieci podchodzą do 

rodziców życzenia składają dzieci przychodzą do mnie w romskim języku życzenia 

składają ... do swojej mamy w polskim języku składają no . i Romowie do Romów też w 

romskim języku składają życzenia, no (I2SD_1 400-404) 

/eeer yes .. celebrations./.../ in this one and in this nowadays it doesn’t make that much 

difference but the only important thing is that eeer ... we say the wishes to one another, 

right, yeah ... I mean children come to parents to say the wishes children come to me 

they say the wishes in Romani language ... to their mother they say the wishes in Polish 

language yeah . and Roma people to Roma people say the wishes in Romani language 

yeah/   

More discussion about his language ability and use will be provided in Section 9.  

Outsider in London 

SK appeared as one of ‘40 outsiders in London’ photographed and interviewed by Milan 

Svanderlik and then displayed in the Gallery in St Martin-in-the-Fields Church, London.  

According to its website, the project ‘Outsiders in London’ aims to ‘reveal the lives of 40 such 

individuals, who perceive (or have perceived) themselves as ‘outsiders’ in one way or another, 

and to celebrate both that they have survived and what they have achieved.   It is also to be 

hoped that every one of us will recognise in these images, and life stories, a little bit (perhaps a 

lot) of ourselves or of someone close to us.’ (website 
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http://www.outsidersinlondon.org/Outsiders_in_London/Welcome.html). 

 

Image  4: SK in karate gi2  
(Source: ‘Outsiders in London’ website - http://www.outsidersinlondon.org) 

 

Reyes (2009, p.43) points out that ‘one of the most interesting things about stereotypes is not 

whether they are true or false, but rather that individuals need them to move about the world’. 

Many stereotypes are circulating around Roma people. SK is chosen as someone from 

‘historically vilified ethnic group - Roma (Gypsies)’.  SK is very aware of stigma around the 

Roma people and the consequences of being labelled as a Roma or worse, as Gypsy, on his life. 

When asked about his identities of being Pole, Roma or Gypsy, he talked about a specific 

incident of discrimination when he applied for PE academic. He was told that as a Gypsy, his 

place was ‘in the woods’.  When he moved to the UK, he was advised by a friendly fellow karate 

trainer that ‘there is nothing wrong with you being a Gypsy, but it is better that you don’t 

mention it to others.’ (quoted from his interview with Milan Svanderlik).  When he was trying to 

register his karate qualification achieved in Poland with an association after he migrated to the 

UK, the association refused to accept it for no apparent reason. Despite these discrimination, 

however, he believed that ‘the moment has come’ and one cannot deny one’s own roots but to 

cherish it.  

                                                 

 

 

 

 

2 As SK is a public figure, we have decided to use his portrait in full with his permission.  
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no ja pamiętam ... zadałem sobie kiedyś to pytanie w pewnym momencie /.../ maturę 

zdawałem . na stopnie karate zdawałem . później zdawałem na akademię wychowania 

fizycznego i tam mi w sumie tak mi zrobiono że nie zdałem tego egzaminu .. i tam mnie 

zapytano czy jestem Cyganem /.../  bo to były jeszcze czasy kiedy nie uznawano słowa 

Rom .. ja mówię że tak ...on mówi że ooo to twoje miejsce jest w lesie że bym tu 

zajmował innym miejsce  /.../ ale przychodzi taka chwila kiedy człowiek zadaje sobie 

pytanie właściwie kim ja jestem . to były czasy kiedy właściwie mało kto który Rom 

ukończył szkołę średnią i który by chciał pójść na studia ... właściwie kim ja jestem ... w 

końcu myślę nie można się wypierać swoich korzeni . można uczyć się i ale swoje 

korzenie się ma i trzeba to pielęgnować ... tak jak wtedy odpowiedziałem kim jestem ... 

bez zastanowienia się . tak powinienem zawsze mówić ... i każde dziecko z rodziny 

romskiej powinno powiedzieć . niezależnie od sytuacji (I3SD 422-436) 

/yeah I remember ... I asked myself this question in a certain moment /.../ I was doing 

my A-levels . Karate levels. later I applied for PE Academy ... and I was asked if I was a 

Gypsy /.../ because these were the times when a word Roma was not in use ... I said that 

yes ... so he said that oooh my place is in the woods that I would take someone else’s 

place /.../ but the moment has come when one asks himself a question who he actually 

is... these were times when actually not many Roma would finish a secondary school and 

they would want to go to university ... who am I actually ... at the end I thought you 

cannot deny your roots you can learn but you have your roots and you should cherish it ... 

as I answered then who I was ... without thinking much... I should do it every time ... and 

every Roma child should ... regardless of circumstances/ 

Paradoxically, he is also aware that he is somewhat different and not a typical Roma.  He went 

for formal education against Roma tradition because ‘his mother encouraged him’. He used 

expressions such as ‘unusual in Roma community’ or ‘not a Roma thing’ several times in the 

interviews to describe his choices, as if he was constantly judging himself against Roma norms. 

For example, the fact that SK chose to go in for sports, first as a hobby and later as a profession, 

seems to be ‘against Roma tradition’, according to him.  

w ogóle u Romów to jest niespotykane ...{engagement in sport} i dlatego młodzież nie 

ma autorytetów sportowych /.../ i dlatego myślałem że takim autotytetem jest ten 

Kostecki ten bokser ale to jest pół-Rom, nie .. którego ojciec jest Romem ale którego nie 

wychował, nie, ale on jako sam się lgnie do Romów (I1SD 5-8) 

/generally it is unusual in Roma community ...{engagement in sport} and this is why the 

youth have no inspirations in sport /…/ and this is why I thought that this Kostecki this 

boxer has considerable standing but he is half-Roma, right .. whose father is Roma but 

he hasn’t brought him up, right, but he himself is very fascinated by Roma people/ 

Another example is going for holidays or travelling for pleasure, which are, again, not typical 

activities in Roma families, or, in SK’s own words, ‘not a Roma thing’. He also reflected on the 

changes among the Roma community and how he was ahead of the change (‘now…other Roma 

do the same but I have been doing it for over the 20 years’).  
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są rodziny gdzie traktują wakacje lub wczasy ... to nie jest takie romskie /.../ ja chyba 

byłem pierwszy w rodzinie który przełamał to ... tą barierę tego ... zacząłem jeździć ... 

ożeniłem się i miałem już jedno dziecko jeździliśmy na wczasy raz w roku po prostu takie 

wyjazdy po prostu scalają rodzinę . później drugie dziecko i trzecie ... w sumie mało kiedy 

nie jeździmy ... ale teraz gdzieniegdzie słyszę inni Romowie też to robią ale ja to już 

robiłem ponad 20 lat temu a oni dopiero . no nad polskie morze do Chorwacji jeździłem 

na Węgry jeździłem / (I3SD 407-415) 

/there are families where they treat holidays or time off … this is not a Roma thing /…/ 

I think I was the first Roma in the family who broke the tradition. … the barrier … I 

started travelling … I got married and I had one child already and we were going for 

holidays once a year simply this kind of escapades unite the family . then the second child 

and the third one … actually we rarely are not going … but now I hear sometimes that 

other Roma do the same but I have been doing it for over the 20 years and they have 

just … yeah I was going to the Polish sea to Croatia to Hungary I was going/ 

 

SK shows resilience towards stereotypes associated with Roma people and sometimes 

strategically uses the stereotypes about Gypsies as a ‘circulating resource’ to ‘move about the 

world’ (Reyes, 2009. p.43). Once he was heard, while coming to the end of setting up the floor 

mats, saying ‘they (referring to the mats) are gone. The Gypsies stole it’.  Borrowing circulating 

discourses about Roma people through the act of ‘ventriloquising’ (see Tannen, 2010; Creese & 

Blackledge, in press) allows SK to confront the stigma head-on. When asked about this in the 

interview, SK said that he used these ‘jokes’ to help Roma children to ‘say who they are’.   

DJP: ty sobie żartujesz z tego sam ja pamiętam jak na drugich czy na trzecich zajęciach 

układaliśmy maty to mówiłeś „o nie ma . Cyganie ukradli!” {laughing} 

SK:  no też żartuję ale nieraz też przychodzą dzieci Romskie i nieraz w taki żartobliwy 

sposób mówię im żeby zawsze mówili zawsze kim są (I3SD 440-444) 

/DJP: you take a mickey yourself as I remember when during the second or the third 

session we were setting the floor mats you were saying “they are gone . The Gypsies stole 

it!” {laughing} 

SK: yeas I joke and sometimes Roma children come and sometimes in a jokey way I 

tell them so they would always say always who they are/ 
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6 Place and people 

As mentioned before, the observations took place in two karate clubs, which we will refer to as 

East London Karate Club (ELKC) and West London Karate Club (WLKC). In this section, we 

will describe the places and people in them, i.e. participants and organisers.  

East London Karate Club site 

The club in East London is organised and sponsored by the charity which has supported SK 

when he arrived in London and with which SK has been working closely.  The venue is a local 

community centre (Image 5) in Newham (Image 6). Apart from the karate club, the centre 

regularly hosts a dance group and local community events. The club runs on a weekday during 

school terms and it is free and open to all children. SK is the only official instructor there with 

the help of 15 year old Romani boy, Dv.  The club brands itself as Roma Karate club in London. 

AGE KAN is a name of the Karate Club in Nysa, Poland, where SK trained since he was a 

young man. He used the same name to name his club in London. According to SK, ‘AGE’ 

means ‘a hill, don’ and ‘KAN’ ‘a building’ and together they mean ‘a building on the hill’. But SK 

does not know why the coach chose this name. Below we provide an overview under different 

subheadings.  

Area 

The community centre is located in Newham (Image 7), the most linguistically diverse borough 

in the UK with the lowest proportion of population (58.6%) speaking English as first language 

(2011 Census).  The largest ethnic groups in the borough are the White British (17%), Indian 

(14%), African (12%), Bangladeshi (12%) and Pakistani (10%). The diversity in the area is 

frequently noted in the field notes.  

 

Image  5: The community centre 
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Image  6: The location of the community centre (Source: Google maps) 

 

a. walk into one of the markets selling food and overseas spices to look at the fruit and 

vegetables sold there. I see a range of colours, shapes and textures all over the shelves – 

from bright red to dull grey, from spiky to smooth, from round to leafy, from tiny to 

big…. (DJP/ELKC/03.11.15) 

b. I decide to walk down X Street, the closest high street to the {name} Community Centre, 

where SK teaches Karate, and to see the local shops. The shop names written above the 

entrances reveal connections with an array of places around the world. I am guessing by 

just looking at people in these shops, the window displays, written information and 

writing systems used: India, China, Afghanistan, Thailand (?), Lithuania (?), possibly 

Poland (?). There are two cars with Romanian number plates parked on the street. 

(DJP/ELKC/03.11.15) (Image 7) 

c. I took the Overground to {the station} and DJP kindly offered me a lift to the site as she 

felt that the location is rather difficult to find and reach especially in the dark /…/ The 

drive to the site wasn’t long, but I could see why DJP felt that walking might not be the 

best idea. You have to go under a bridge and all rather dark. (LW/ELKC/10.11.15)  
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Image  7: Main street, East London Karate Club  site 

Inside the venue: transforming into karate space  

The centre is sparsely furnished. The following picture (Image 8) shows the entrance to the main 

hall where the lesson takes place and a kitchen window on the left thorough which parents could 

observe when they are allowed.  Image 9 shows a small hall adjacent to the main hall used for a 

variety of functions (changing area, separate practice area, parents’ waiting area and the office 

area for the volunteers from the charity).  

 

  

Image  8: The main hall 
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Image  9: A small hall adjacent to the main hall 

While the main hall is not designed specially for karate lesson, SK clearly knows how to 

transform the place into a space for karate, i.e. dojo, the term in karate meaning practice hall, 

temporarily. One is through the ritual of making karate tatami stage. There are two walk-in 

storage rooms on one side of the main hall (Image 10). SK has access to the one on the left. 

Before each lesson, SK would open the cupboard and get tatami mats out and make them into a 

carpet. The mats have two colours: blue and red.  The field notes (d) document how the colours 

are used to mark boundaries of the main stage and side stage and how SK orchestrates the 

desgin and demands precision in making tatami stage3. ‘Proper’ karate dojos and other martial 

arts training places in Japan would be considered special and normally be located in sites that 

have a fairly long history, therefore symbolic value. They would not normally be used for other 

purposes. This is clearly not possible in Britain. There is no site that has been historically used 

for Karate only. The transformation of an ordinary hall into a karate dojo is part of the ritual and 

is done through the display of artefacts as well as the performances by SK and the participants 

which we shall analyse later. But the ‘invention of tradition’ dimension of the karate clubs that 

we have observed is in itself very interesting and worth further investigation. 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

3 According to WKF website (World Karate Federation, http://wkf.net/karateprotections/tatami.html), the karate tatami is the 
surface on which kumite and kata practices take place. The WKF approved tatami is of "puzzle" type, formed by two pieces of 
1m x 1m, 2cm thick, which are joined together with a system that stops them from separating while the tatami is being used 
during training or competition. Their colour is blue and/or red. The tatami must be made of a material with an impact absorption 
rate which complies with the WKF regulations, to protect the contestants if they fall.  

M
ain

 H
all 

Small hall 

http://wkf.net/karateprotections/tatami.html
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Image  10: Two storage rooms on one side of the main hall  

 

d. DJP and I went on to help with Dv to turn mats into a carpet. SK was the chief designer. 

He divided the room into a main stage and a side stage. For the main stage, he put a red 

square mat in the centre, some blue mats around the red one and then some red matters 

at the outside. The side stage is blue mats only. Colours are used to mark boundaries of 

the stages. The trick is to connect the edges of the mats. While Dv, DJP and I were 

working on the side stage, SK came over and watched us. He said ‘No’ when we were 

trying to press down some mats, presumably in a wrong way. For a moment, I felt quite 

inadequate: things which look simple are not simple. (ZH/ELKC/24.11.15) 

 

Apart from mats, the cupboard stores other equipment such as a punching bag, gloves, belts, etc.  

The cupboard door is decorated with a few photos from SK’s karate competitions. SK is happy 

and proud to talk about the prizes and metals, as these are highlights of his career and evidence 

of his achievements as well as credential of being a coach.  What turns out to be intriguing is an 

assemblage of handwritten notes, print-out, drawing of karate moves, and photo of the master, 

Funakoshi Gichin (Image 11) inside the storage room door. SK leaves the door open during the 

lesson. Thus the store room door becomes a mobile notice board and temporarily marks the 

place as space for karate.  
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Image  11: The Master Funakoshi Gichin on the door of storage room 

In the following pictures of the materials on the door, Image 12 is SK’s notes on the Japanese 

terms of karate moves in a mixture of Polish and English. Image 13 is a print-out of a list of 

techniques and blocks. Image 14 is a print of DOJO CODE, the key principles for behaviour 

and practice in dojo, in English.  Image 15 is a logo of the club.  It features key branding 

information.  These include the name of the sponsor, which appears in the largest font; Age Kan 

London – the club name chosen by SK and named after SK’s club in Poland; the style of karate 

(Funakoshi Karate), written in Kanji (characters) in vertical order on the right side; and the 

characters for karate in vertical order on the left side.   

The poster (Image 16) is found on the noticeboard in the centre. It has the characters from 

Karate Kids in the background and highlights the values promoted by the club: self-defence, 

discipline, confidence, fun and exercise. The advert also features the niche of the club instructor 

--a 6th Dan and over 35 years of experience.  
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Image  12: SK's print-out of a list of techniques and moves 

 

 

Image  13: SK’s notes on Japanese terms for karate moves in a mixture of Polish and English 

2 kyu-pas brzyowy/brown belt 

Trans: second level-brown belt  

 

Line SK’s note/writing: Translation 

1 ‘Oi zuki’ lunge punch 

2 ‘Sambon zuki’ sparring punch 

3 ‘Kombinacja’ combination 

4 ‘Mae geri – chudan, 

jodan’ 

forward kick -  middle, 

upper 

Green – in Japanese 

Red – in Polish 
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Image  14: DOJO CODE 

 

Image  15: The logo of the karate club 

 

Image  16: The advert for the club 
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The key people 

SK speaks Polish, English and Japanese in teaching and occasionally Polish Roma dialect with 

Dv, his young assistant. Dv has a similar linguistic repertoire, although he speaks only one dialect 

of Romani, Polish Roma; Dv also has some basic command of French learned in his school.  

The caretaker of the community centre, F, speaks English only during our observation.            

Participants  

There are about 20 children (15 regular students: 6 girls and 9 boys) attending the club during the 

observation period (Image 17). During our visits, we observed that English, Polish, Russian and 

Lithuanian languages were frequently used in the East London venue.    

Although the Karate classes in the East London site were set up as a form of educational 

support for Roma children, thanks to the charity’s inclusive approach, the club was also open to 

children and parents from other communities, particularly East Europeans. At the time of data 

collection there were no Roma children in the group, apart from the young assistant.  

Languages 

Six out of 20 children were speakers of Polish; the rest of the team are from other ethnic 

backgrounds and speak various languages. The oldest, 16-year-old Dn, was a recent arrival from 

Russia speaking no English but Russian and basic Polish. The youngest 4-year-old participant, 

Baby S, was of Lithuanian origin. While he remained quiet, his carer spoke Lithuanian, Russian 

and Polish. A couple of active players and good friends, a boy I and a girl N, were both 

Lithuanians. E, an Albanian girl, spoke both Albanian and English. Another girl, G, and two 

boys, N1 and N2, appeared as speakers of English only. There were also children of African and 

Afro-Caribbean background. One boy, N1 (or Big N) had a Polish father and Jamaican mother; 

although we have not heard him speak Polish during observation, his Jamaican mother did.  

 

Image  17: Children lining up and checking their posture 
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Parents 

Parents’ involvement and presence in this club are noted in our field notes. They are sometimes 

invited into the hall and watch children’s demonstration (Image 18). One parent also took part in 

the karate practice along with his son several times during the observation period.  Interactions 

between parents themselves and interactions between parents, the coach, caretaker, and the 

research team are reported in the field notes and recorded in audio data.  

e. I introduced myself to parents and explained my role. I didn’t get everyone’s attention - 

two mothers, loudly laughing and chatting in Russian, couldn’t care less. I turned to them, 

hoping for some attention and switched to English asking if they’d preferred English; the 

shorter lady replied: “lepiej dawaj Pani polski” [you’d better give me Polish, Miss]. They 

seemed to have very good time and enjoyed being here. I knew there was a Lithuanian 

boy joining the class, but I could not spot which woman was his mother. I don’t speak 

Lithuanian, I wouldn’t know if she speaks Polish, so, just in case if she’s here, should I 

repeat it all in English or embarrass myself trying my Russian in front of the two giggly-

gossipy Russian speakers of Polish? And (!!) if she doesn’t speak Russian then 

what?! …(DJP/ELKC/06.10/15) 

f. Dv’s group sits down by the wall to observe and SK’s group prepares demonstrates new 

techniques. They invite parents to come on watch. Dv translates SK’s speech; he explains 

that some of the children decided not to participate and some wanted to do the show. 

(DJP/ELKC/10.11.15) 

g. One parent sticks his head into the room, looking. You can hear some parents chatting 

in the corridor. Dv uses one small boy to demonstrate the moves. He speaks Polish to 

one of the boys and explains ‘opposite blocks’ in English. He explains how to protect 

chest ‘You need to block’, he says. (LW/ELKC/10.11.15) 

h. They bow to the Japanese man’s picture on the cupboard door. The class is finished. SK 

gets the kids and the parents to help lifting the floor mats and put them into the 

cupboard. Everybody joins in. DJP commented on how nice to have the parents helping 

out. (LW/ELKC/10.11.15) 

i. Normally, the parents are not allowed to interrupt, but today is their day. They 

thoroughly enjoy it. N1’s parents giggle quietly when they see their son trying on the 

serious faces. (DJP/ELKC/15.12.15)  

j. There are many parents watching today. The window to the kitchen area is open, so 

parents can see how their children practice and it is like the Olympics again. 

(DJP/ELKC/15.12.15) 

k. He {SK} reminds that next week the show starts at 6pm. He also says that he would like 

children to get familiarised with the presence of public and being observed during their 

practice. The show for parents starts; children do their best, moving harmoniously across 

the room. They show sharp moves and shout loudly. Parents are watching very proudly 

and everyone claps bravo at the end. (DJP/ELKC/10.11.15) 

l. Now SK calls the parents in and gets all the kids to sit in rows. Dv helps to organise 

them. Now SK asks some of the more advanced kids to do a full sequence to the parents. 
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They were very good. They get a warm applause from the parents and us. 

(LW/ELKC/10.11.15).  

m. Parents started approaching him to ask about the upcoming competitions. He {SK} was 

answering while placing the mats on the floor, in blue and red lines. 

(DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

 

Image  18: Parents are invited to watch demonstration 

West London Karate Club site 

The West London site is a Scout hall and hired by the Karate association where SK is involved.  

The Association has run for 17 years and offers karate clubs of a range of levels in schools and 

venues such as the Scout Hall in West London. The director, DS, also runs a charity which aims 

to combat violence against women. The club we observe is for higher level students of black and 

brown belts. SK coaches there, along with several senior coaches. English is the main language 

of instruction.  

Area 

According to the 2011 census data 

(http://www.richmond.gov.uk/census_borough_profile_2013.pdf), the majority of residents in 

the borough where West London Club is located is predominantly White British, although there 

is a fall from 78.72% in 2001 to 71.44% in 2011. The borough is less ethnically diverse than 

other boroughs in London, but generally more diverse than England with exception of two 

broad ethnic group (Asian/Asian British and Black/African/Caribbean/Black British) which is 

significantly less than the England overall.  We heard Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Bulgarian, 

Indian Language(s), British ‘RP’, and American English spoken in the area during our field visits.   

 

Image  19: Main street, the West London Karate Club site 
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Image  20: Scout hall 

Inside the venue 

The venue (Images 19 and 20), with its wooden floor, is spacious and decorated with flags, crafts, 

painting and drawings. Some of the decorations are fixed and permanent and some are 

temporary. The writings of Japanese kanji (characters) in Field notes n were apparently put up by 

an after-school club. Although the writings were a coincidence, it provided a fitting backdrop to 

the Karate practice we observed (Images 21 and 22).  

n. As soon as I walked in, I noticed that the walls are decorated with some new A3 size 

posters with Japanese writing. Each poster has one word with the Japanese character (or 

Kanji) written on top and its alphabet pronunciation below. Some posters are also signed 

with the name of the person who wrote the word. There are some numerals and some 

nouns which are presumably selected because they resemble the shape of objects they 

denote. This seemed very fitting to the Karate session and transformed the space into 

Japaneseness. (ZH/WLKC/21.10.15) 

One of the paintings is the master of Funakoshi Gichin, whose style of Karate the Association 

promotes (Image 23). A photo of the same master also appears in the East London venue 

(Image 11). There are benches along the wall opposite to the entrance.  There is a small entrance 

hall where students and coaches take off their shoes when they enter. The notice board in the 

entrance hall advertises different clubs run by the Karate Association (Image 24).  

 

Image  21:  Inside Scout hall 
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Image  22: Inside Scout hall - writings and drawings 

 

 

Image  23: Portrait of Master Funakoshi Gichin  

 

 

Image  24: Notice board in the entrance hall 
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The key people 

SK is one of several coaches/ ‘sensei’ in the club. Sensei DS, the director of the Association, 

visited the venue once during the observation. Our field notes document her visit and describe 

her role(s) in the club as ‘the one in command’, who commands respects and looks after her staff 

and students (handing out birthday and Christmas presents) and who reinstates community of 

practice.    

o. Unexpectedly, a woman walked through the door and came up straight up to me. She 

introduced herself and we had a very brief chat. It was DS, the Director of the club, who 

ZH and I have not had a chance to meet in person yet. She knew who I was and asked 

about the project. She proudly mentioned that the club has been going on for 17 years 

and it started with one student only – she emphasised boldly that she was its first student. 

She also told me that she is very busy working with the project ‘xxx’ (mainly in India) 

supporting women being victims of violence and helping schools projects preventing it 

through self-defence courses. I asked if she could introduce herself also to ZH observing 

the class from the kitchen, as I could not walk through the room full of flying bodies. DS 

went up to ZH and they had a chat too. (DJP/WLKC/11.11.15) 

p. When it was nearly 7:30pm, DS quickly lined up the group (two lines facing each other: 

one line was sensei and the other the students.)  She was very clear in her instructions. I 

could tell that this was very much her home ground and she was the one in command, 

using F1’s (her assistant) term. She explained why she was there and reminded the 

students of how well the club was doing. This was the first club dedicated to black belt 

students. She also handed out birthday presents to Sensei Fr and Sensei K who had 

birthday over the weekend, and then Christmas presents to all the sensei and sweets to 

the students. She called their names and then each sensei stepped forward, who walked 

up to DS and then stopped and bowed before taking over the gift (there is no hugs or 

kisses). DS bowed back.  After that, she gathered the group around a laptop and played 

the video for her charity work. The students were absorbing the information and I could 

tell that they have a natural respect for her. When the video finished, she shouted out 

‘line up’. Some students looked puzzled. DS then said that you know what you are going 

to do, right? It turned out it was the birthday ritual: everyone lined up feet apart and the 

birthday boy and girl need to crawl between the feet. Sensei K did first, followed by 

Sensei Fr, who took his time. It must be exhausting to crawl between 25 pairs of legs. 

Anyway, they had a great fun. (ZH/WLKC/11.11.15) 

 

Sensei F1 is DS’s assistant and deputy. He came from Italy originally and started learning Karate 

in Italy and joined DS’s club first as a student. He manages practical and logistical aspects of the 

club and organises the structure of sessions and arranges which sensei coaches which group.  

The other coaches in the club are Sensei K and Sensei J, who occasionally lead the advanced 

group together with SK.  
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Participants 

There are about 25 students of different levels (roughly equal numbers in gender) taking part in 

the club. They are teenagers and young adults with the exception of a woman in her forties. The 

advanced group which SK coaches are mostly young man apart from a teenage girl.  As far as we 

could observe, students have a variety of linguistic and ethnic backgrounds such Polish, Italians, 

French and Romanian (Field notes q-u). Unlike in East London venue, parents were rarely seen 

inside the West London club.  

q. We also say a thank you to J. She is happy with our presence and tells us there are Polish, 

Italian and (a couple of other languages) speakers in the group. 

(ZH/WLKC/07.10.15/57-59) 

r. We are going to J to thank her for letting us observe the group and to have a quick chat 

with her. She tells us that there are also speakers of Italian and Romanian in the club.  A 

young trainee comes to me and says quickly - “dzień dobry!” [good day!] - and disappears. 

They seem to understand well the nature of our presence here.  (DJP/WLKC/07.10.15) 

s. Meanwhile, the mature female student who was talking to DJP earlier came to the 

kitchen to have a sip of water. She stopped and asked me what sort of things I was taking 

note of. I explained why I was here. She seemed to empathise with me and told me that 

French is her first language. (ZH/WLKC/21.10.15) 

t. SK is talking to one of his trainees, so I take my usual spot in the corner and unpack 

where I meet /…/, a brown belt trainee from Martinique who asks me about the project. 

We chat; she tells me she speaks French, French Creole and Italian (as there is Italian 

language “running through the family”, as she explains). She also learns Latin with her 

children; she does not even mention English to me. (DJP/WLKC/04.11.15) 

u. They get on with their training and hear them speaking Italian when analysing the 

sequence of the moves. Out of 6 of practitioners, five are speakers of other languages as 

L1: SK {Polish, Romani} L {Italian}, C {Italian}, Jh {Romanian}, St {Romanian}. Only 

J speaks English as L1. (DJPWLKC/02.12.15) 
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7 Embodied rituals and performing Japaneseness  

Rituals are ‘‘windows’ on the cultural dynamics by which people make and remake their world’ 

(Bell, 2009, p.3) and they, through social dramas, make clear the deepest values of the culture. 

The function of rituals lies in the fact that they ‘equilibrate society operating as pressure-valve to 

let off hostilities, or as a celebration of shared values, in either case acting to sustain and restore 

social order’ (Collins, 2004, p.15). Rituals are not just confined to traditions and religions. 

Common activities can be ‘ritualised’ as ‘flexible and strategic ways of acting’ (Bell, p.138). These 

ritual-like activities, according to Bell (1997, cf. Busissac, 2014), may share one or more of the 

following characteristics.:  

 the degree to which activities are formalised, e.g. the use of a limited and rigidly 

organised set of expressions or gestures; 

 whether the activities are ‘traditionalised’, i.e., repeating activities from the past, e.g. use 

of ancient costumes or archaic linguistic forms; 

 the extent to which activities are disciplined to ensure precise repetition and physical 

control with an ultimate goal of shaping characters; 

 whether the activities are rule-governed, e.g., sports where contenders are regulated by 

rules; 

 whether activities appeal to supernatural beings, e.g. taking the oath of office; 

 whether activities contain performative dimension. i.e. elaborate ‘acting out’.     

Rituals also exist in interactions. Goffman defines ritual as follows: ‘I use the term “ritual” 

because this activity, however informal and secular, presents a way in which the individual must 

guard and design the symbolic implications of his acts while in the immediate presence of an 

object that has a special value for him (Goffman 1956/1967, p.57).  For Goffman, interaction 

rituals such as greetings, compliments, apologies mark and enacts various kinds of interpersonal 

relationships. As each act is an outcome of the past interaction situation and an ingredient of 

each new situation, they form ‘interaction ritual chain’ (Collins, 2004).  

Practices in the karate clubs are highly ritualised and embrace all the above dimensions. In 

opening rituals, we see ceremonial performances in which dojo etiquettes and shared values are 

on display in length. Rituals are also produced in those less formalised or structured practices, 

such as bowing, kneeling, and shouting osu or kiai. These rituals, along with karate gi (the 

costume), masters’ portrait (in faded colour as a reminder of their place in history), handwritten 

or carefully designed dojo etiquette poster, karate tatami, and commands in Japanese, help 

karateka (karate practitioner) to ‘be initiated into various Japanese forms of cultural discourse’ 

which is often perceived as a representative continuation of Japanese tradition and culture in its 

popular sense (Tan, 2004, p.172).   

Opening ritual 

There are plenty of examples of rituals in practice and rituals learning in our field notes and 

recordings. The following extract contains an opening ritual of a karate practice in the East 

London club, led by SK and his assistant Dv (Example 1). The opening ritual, or the social 
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drama, consists of seiza (traditional sitting), meditation and bowing to the master, sensei and 

karateka. Before performing the ritual, SK gave a step-by-step demonstration about the body 

posture, i.e., seiza (the traditional sitting), required for the ritual. The demonstration was guided 

through a combination of commands, explanations and meta comments in Japanese, English and 

Polish and equally importantly, gestures and body modelling. Facing the students together with 

Dv, he started with a Japanese command, mosubi dachi (meaning stance), to get students to line up 

and asked the students to watch where to line up and which knee to go down first. Dv and the 

students took turns to follow SK’s move. Meanwhile, SK urged the students who might be less 

sure just to copy (Turn 7). He then kneeled down on his right knee and sat down on both knees 

(Turn 10). After this round, he stood up and signalled that he would do the same sequence again 

and demanded precision in staying in line (Turn 16). This time, the ritual began with SK as the 

ceremonial master giving orders. He bowed, said ‘osu’ to students and gave the instruction for 

seiza (traditional sitting position, Turn 20). Dv and the students followed suit. In Turn 26, SK 

gave instructions for meditation along with instructions for doing it properly (closing eyes, 

straightening back, hand on knees). In the next few turns, he led three deep or ceremonial bows 

(Turns 30-36): the first one to the   Master’s portrait on the door; the second one to the sensei 

and the last one to each other. Here we saw switching of the role of ceremonial master 

temporarily to Dv who took charge of the last two bows, as SK was the recipient of the second 

bow. When the bows finished, SK switched back to the instructor role and checked whether the 

students remembered which leg to go up first before asking them to get up.   
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Example 1 Opening Ritual  
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Example 1:    Opening Ritual – dojo conduct 
Context:        SK teaches his young students the Opening/Closing Ritual as part of DOJO conduct. He presents a step by step demo of moves constituting the ritual, provides Japanese  
                       terminology, explains it and tests students’ understanding.  
Participants: Karate Coach (SK), Assistant Dv(Dv), Child (C), Children (Cc), a student (K), Master Funakoshi (Ma)  Length: 00h 01m 41s           
Source: LonSpoVid_20151124_SK_EH (1) 

Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

SK Cc 1 mosubi dachi  bows to students lining up 

 

stance 
2 first watch . line .. yes ?  lifts up his arm and then moves his 

index finger up and down 
first watch .. yes? 

3 next.  left ..  kneels down on his left knee only, the 
right foot stands flat on the floor 

 

next.  left .. 

4 . each left .. to line . 
 

points at the floor with both index 
fingers 

line .. yes ?  . each left .. 
to line . 
 

Dv SK 5  follows SK’s moves and kneels with his 
left knee on the floor and the right up 

  

Cc SK 6  students start copying the move one by 
one 
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SK C 7 eh . copy . patrz na 
linie! . nie na mnie .  

points at the student and then points at 
his knee 

 eh . copy . look at the 
line! . not at me.  

Cc SK 8  students follow   
SK Cc 9 right .. he rests his right knee next to the left 

on the floor 

 

right .. 
 

10 and sit . sits back on his feet and sit . 

Dv SK 11  sits down like SK   
SK Cc 12 next . is very 

important . stand up .. 
is right  

gets up and put his right foot flat on 
the ground while the left is still resting 

 

next . is very important . 
stand up .. is right  

Dv SK 13  copies SK's moves   
SK Cc 14 the same . yeah . left . stands up straight on both feet  the same . yeah . left 
Dv SK 15  stands up    
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SK Cc 16 and -e- oh - is stay line moves his arms in and out pointing the 
imagined line on the floor 

 

and -e- oh - is stay line 

Cc SK 17  students stand up   
SK Cc 18 again . osu  bows to students  again . respect 
Cc SK 19 osu bow back to SK 

 

respect 

SK Cc 20 seiza  kneels down on his left knee first  traditional sitting  
Dv SK 21  follows SK's instruction   
Cc SK 22  follow SK's instruction   
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SK Cc 23  rests his right knee next to the left on 
the floor 
sits back on his feet 

 

 

C SK 24  students follow SK   
Dv SK 25  follows SK   
SK 

 
Cc 26 and close eyes . 

mokuso . chin 
up .plecy 
wyprostowane back is 
straight .  

sits back on his feet  and close eyes . 
meditation .  
chin up . straighten 
back .  
back is straight .  

K 27 K ! . hand on the 
knees .. 

sits back on his feet  K ! .  
hand on the knees .. 

Cc SK 28  students follow and copy   
SK Cc 29 mokusa yame .  looks towards the Master's portrait on 

the doors in the walking locker 

 

meditation stop .  

Ma 30 shomen ni rei bows to the portrait of the Master 
Gichin Funakoshi 

bow to ancestors 

Cc 
SK 
Dv 

Ma 31 osu students bow to the portrait of the 
Master Gichin Funakoshi 

respect 

Dv Cc 
SK 

32 //unintell// rei  
{probably: sensei ni rei}   

bows to SK  //unintell// bow 
{probably: bow to sensei}  

SK Cc 
Dv 

33 osu  bows to students  respect  
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Cc 
Dv 

SK 34 osu students copy, bow back 

 

respect 

Dv Cc 
SK 

35 otagani rei bows (intended to the ones sitting next 
to them) 

 bow to others   

SK 
Cc 
Dv 

SK 
Cc 
Dv 

36 osu .  bow   respect .  

S Cc 37 remember ? . which 
leg? 

sits down on his ankles 

 

remember ? . which leg? 

C SK 38 right a child answers right 
Cc SK 39  children keep patting their right legs  
S Cc 40 right  points at the student who gave the 

right answer  
right  

41 . this is right? puts his hand on the right knee . this is right? 
42 no ? . yeah moves his right leg up and holds right 

foot flat on the floor 
no ?  . yeah 

Cc SK 43  students follow   
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SK 
 

Cc 44 ichi. ni . and yoi  stands up  
points at the opposite side of the room 
and moves arms wide apart and then 
together  

 

one . two . and 
ready/attention  

45 osu students follow   respect  
C SK 46 spread out a student says to SK before he does it  spread out 

SK C 
Cc 

47 yeah . spread out   yeah .spread out 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue 

English; purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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Bowing 

Apart from taking the form of deep bow in ceremonial rituals like above, bowing, as embodied 

ritual, is frequently used as greeting in dojos by sensei and students, as we noted in the field 

notes. In fact, we frequently witness interaction ritual chains (Collins, 2004) when bows are 

exchanged, acknowledge, or ratified. In the first example below (a), the field note recorded an 

awkward moment at the very beginning of our data collection when we were not aware of these 

ritual practices. Yet, it did not take us long to note that bowing is an established frequent practice 

in dojos, among sensei or between sensei and students, within or outside training. The second 

expert from the field notes (b) recorded how bowing was done decently by a boy who arrived 

late. He did three proper bows (facing sensei, hands down and feed together) to three sensei in 

turns. The same field notes also recorded the practice of seeking permission to join in if a 

student is late. The expectation is that one needs to kneel at the entrance and to wait for 

permission. Once permitted, the person needs to bow to show respect and to acknowledge the 

permission.  

a. We asked whether it is still ok to observe, he said yes and went inside and got another 

sensei to meet me. She greeted me with a little bow. I was rather underprepared and 

ended up greeting her with a handshake. We briefly introduced ourselves and sought her 

support. She was happy to be observed (it turns out that she is Sensei J). SK showed us 

in and sat us down on a long bench. There was a parent observing and some young 

adults ere training – the session before SK’s session was still going on. Before long, the 

session finished. At some point, a guy with a notebook came in. He bowed towards SK 

and walked towards the other side of room. SK said he is deputy director of the 

association (ZH/WLKC/06.10.15).   

b. A cute little boy arrived on his own. He kneeled at the entrance without being prompted 

and then got up and walked up to the three sensei who were standing at the front. He 

bowed to each of them one by one. They were decent bows.  He moved his body slightly 

each time to face each sensei with hands firmly placed on both sides and feet 

together. …  The three sensei seem to be very content (and a bit amused) with his 

‘proper’ behaviour and received his bow with smile.  The boy joined the line-up after 

bowing. (ZH/WLKC/21.10.15) 

Bows are required when karatekas leave or enter dojos, even if the hall is empty (Field note c). 

The ritual of bowing upon leaving or arrival helps to reinstate that message that the dojo is no 

longer just a place where people meet and do karate, but a space for karate culture and mindset.  

c. The group was then dismissed. DS was wrapping up with her sensei. When she finally 

left the scout hall, she paused, turned back and did a little bow. So did the sensei who was 

leaving with her. This is another ritual: When you leave or enter dojo, you must bow. 

They did naturally and so matter of fact, as if it is programmed in their brain. 

(ZH/WLKC/11.11.15) 

Bowing is not just a greeting. Combined with a short utterance, osu (押忍, meaning push and 

suffer, sometimes also written as oss), it is versatile in its functions. It can be used to mark the 

start or end of each technique.  In the following exchange recorded in the Field notes d, the 
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instructor, Dv, practiced bowing with osu at the end of a technique. He divided the instructions 

into two parts: first to bow in Japanese (Rei, 礼, literally meaning courtesy), followed by osu. The 

group followed his instructions.  

d. Dv continues his work with the lower belts. Among the students there is the club’s 

youngest 4-year-old karateka wearing a red belt. Dn shows all expected moves while 

standing in front of him: 

“Mosubi dachi [stance: heels together front feet apart]” – he says to the group; they 

change standing position and wait.  

“Rei [bow]” – he adds and they bow back. He says: “osu [respect]” and the group replies: 

- “osu [respect]”. They continue practising gedan barai [downward block].  

(DJP/ELKC/10.11.15) 

We also recorded an incidence in which bowing was used playfully by a student in practice (Field 

note e). Baby S, aged four, is the youngest student in the club. He was tired and lost his 

concentration during a session. After being gently prompted by the sensei, Baby S bowed to the 

sensei as an acknowledgement. However, he then decided to bow several more times, turning 

bowing into an act of playfulness.  

e. The Baby S is tired too and starts wondering around making funny faces to himself. Dv 

ignores him for a while and keeps on directing the rest of his group. Baby S is in his own 

world miles away from the classroom. Dv comes up to Baby S and, without too much 

fuss, holds Baby S’s little head in his both hands while talking to the rest of the group. 

He gains the baby-karateka’s attention and shows that he should concentrate. The boy 

smiles widely and bows. He bows another few times and I am not certain any more 

whether the first bow was actually for Dv and meant what a bow means or it was part of 

Baby S’s new play. Dv ignores it. (DJP/ELKC/01.12.15) 

There is a great amount of emphasis in the clubs to get students to bow correctly or properly.  

Our video data recorded an interaction in which SK corrected a child’s bowing. In the video 

(Example 2), a child arrived late. He waited outside the tatami stage and after gaining eye contact 

with SK, he bowed and said osu in way of asking permission to join the group. SK saw the bow, 

but was not happy with it.  He responded by saying ‘no osu like this’ (Turn 3) while copying the 

student’s way of bowing. He then gave a demo of a proper bow (feet together, hands down the 

legs, Turn 4)  
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Example 2 Learning to bow through demonstration  
S

p
e
a
k

e
r 

In
te

rl
o

c
u

to
r 

T
u

rn
 n

u
m

b
e
r Example 2:  Learning to bow through demonstration 

Context:         A student walks in to the dojo and bows to SK incorrectly. SK corrects the student and demonstrates the appropriate way to bow. 
Participants:  Karate coach (SK), Child (C), Children (Cc) 

 Length:       00h 00m 07s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151103_SK_EH_9 

Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

SK C 1  SK looks in the direction of the 
entrance and noticing a student 
entering the dojo 

  

C SK 2 osu heard from the background, from the  
dojo entrance 

 respect 

SK 
 

C 
Cc 

 

3 no osu like this 
 

SK holds palms together by his chest, 
bows and then puts hands down his 
thighs 

 

no respect like this 
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4 osu SK bows while saying the greeting 
‘osu’ to the learning student  

 

respect 

C 5 please SK makes a hand gesture inviting the 
student to enter the dojo 

 

please 

(Transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1) 
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These embodied rituals, either in its ceremonial or routine practice contexts, evoke a kind of 

‘Japaneseness’ (Tan, 2004) or possibly, a ‘mystical’ aura (Donohue, 1993) to its spectators. They 

are designed as a means of ‘engaging and transforming individuals and groups through the 

manipulation of explicit and implicit symbols’ (Donohue, 1993, p.111). Transformation takes 

place on three levels. First, these ritual practices promote the three key objectives of martial arts: 

awareness, focus and mind/body unity as discussed in Section 3. For example, as an important 

symbolic and ritual exercise, seated meditation facilitates the unity of mind and body by 

encouraging participants to connect with surroundings and training and to think about 

implications beyond immediate actions. The ceremonial rituals, the portrait of the master, bow 

and wearing of white karate gi work together to enable participants to ‘abandon their outside 

identities and assume different ones’ (Donohue, 1993, p.112) and to take part in ‘an older, more 

measured tradition … at odds with the one with which most trainees are comfortable and 

familiar’ (p.112).  The significance of these rituals is not just confined to its symbolic meaning. 

Its learning process is equally significant. In learning to take part in the social dramas, each 

student is required to follow the script with precision and to conform to the pedagogical 

principle of karate, repetition and fine-tuning (Langsner, 2006).  And finally, these ritual practices 

also frame a new social order of the karate world: the master to be worshiped, sensei obeyed, and 

karateka of different ranks visually differentiated by colours of belts. This will be further 

discussed in the next Section.   
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8 The social order in the karate world:  hierarchy 

Karate is a highly social activity: ‘it is not solely about the development of individual skill but is 

also relentlessly concerned with the relationship individuals develop with others’ (Donohue, 

1993, p.119).  The key to understand the relationship in karate dojos is the notion of hierarchy 

and how it is strategically marked, celebrated and performed to create a social order in the karate 

world. While such a hierarchical social order might have been part of attempts by founders of 

karate to strategically essentialise the Japaneseness of karate historically, hierarchy in dojos has 

become part of karate traditions and values to be learned, socialised into and performed among 

karateka.  

Hierarchy and Expertise: orchestrated and contested  

There is an institutionalised hierarchical group structure that differentiates, marks and displays 

students and sensei’s expertise in karate. Different classes are available for students of different 

levels. The class we observed in West London Club, despite being a mixed group, was the first 

and only one that aims for black belts. Within each class, students’ levels are marked by the 

colours of their belts and where they stand in the line (lower belts on the left). The hierarchy in 

students’ levels also matches the hierarchy in sensei with more senior sensei being assigned to 

higher levels. As the following field notes (a & b) show, in the East London venue, groups are 

divided into two groups with Dv and SK coaching different groups; whereas, in the West 

London venue, SK, as a coach of the highest Dan, leads the highest grade of black belts (plain 

blacks) with other coaches teaching less advanced groups.  

 

a. Now they are split into two groups. Dv takes a beginners’ group and SK a more 

advanced group. Dv’s group has 5 boys and the adult. They do basic moves with him. 

SK’s group does the whole sequence, with counting and shouting, in Japanese. SK gets 

one row to do the sequence at a time, with the others watching on. Dv explains blocking 

techniques, in English, and how to get more power. (LW/ELKC/10.11.15) 

b. As usual, students are asked to form three groups according to the colours of their belts. 

Brown belts are allocated to senseis K and J, black belts with white stripes are sent to 

work with sensei F1, and the highest grade of black belts (plain blacks) are assigned to 

work with SK. (DJP/WLKC/04.11.15) 

 

Occasionally, grouping within the clubs are temporarily suspended to prepare for a grading or 

competition.  

 

c. Dv gets a group of three to work with tonight: a Little Girl, Orange Belt E, Demotivated 

Boy, plus The Dad. SK works with the rest of the students. They have their competitions 

next week and need to prepare for it. (DJP/ELKC/08.12.15). 
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d. F1 asks the students preparing for black belt grading to join him and sensei J, the rest of 

students joins SK. (DJP/WLKC/25.11.15) 

 

Conforming to hierarchy  

In the East London Karate Club, SK is the one ‘in command’ (using his colleague, Sensei F1’s 

words from the interview with him). There is clear understanding between him and Dv that SK 

has the highest power of all.  The following example (Example 3) from our recording shows that 

Dv knows who is in charge and where his power limits are.  
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Example 3 Permitting a late student to get up 
S

p
e
a
k

e
r 

In
te

rl
o

c
u

to
r 

T
u

rn
 n

u
m

b
e
r Example 3:  Permitting a late student to get up 

Context:      A late student arrives and kneels waiting to be let in to the dojo 
Participants:  Karate coach (SK), Assistant Dv(Dv), Child (C) 

 Length:       00h 00m 12s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151124_SK_EH (1) 

Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

C SK 1  a late student arrives at one side of the 
room and kneels waiting for 
permission to enter the dojo 

 

 

Dv 
 

C 
 

2  Dv notices the late student, looks at 
him but not dismisses him and waits 
for SK to do it 
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SK C 3 mówiłem że masz się 
zawsze przesunąć do 
tej pierwszej 

SK raises his left hand, holds it 
vertically and keeps on moving it from 
left to right 

 

I told you that you 
always should move 
towards the first {one} 

SK C 4   SK turns away and looks back then 
notices the waiting kneeling student 
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SK C 5 kiritzu makes a gesture of letting him in 

 

get up 

C SK 6  gets up, bows and enters the dojo 

 

 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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In the example, SK was lining up the students, when a late student kneels on one side of a room. 

Dv, who was standing next to the SK, noticed the student (Turn 2). He did not give him the 

permission but waited for SK to do it. A couple of seconds later, SK noticed the late student 

(Turn 4) and gave him his permission (Turn 5).  

There was a mentoring relationship between SK and Dv. In our informal conversation, SK once 

joked that Dv was like his son. During the session, SK would provide feedback to Dv on his 

karate techniques and teaching approaches (Field notes e & f).  

e. He {SK} allows his student to have a short break and some go to the toilet. In the 

meantime, he comes to watch Dv, who is practising high kicks next to the wall. SK 

silently observes and then corrects Dv’s way of stretching legs out and tensing muscles. 

(DJP/ELKC/20.10.15/82-85) 

f. When they start being boisterous, he comes back to remind Dv   

“Jak dużo mówi to ma usiąść, to nie jest twój kolega [when he talks a lot he must sit 

down, he is not your colleague]”. Dv seems to be confident enough to take this message 

on board. (DJP/ELKC/10.11.15/128-131) 

Dv seems to be very comfortable with the roles. As a student, he takes instructions from SK; as 

an assistant, he follows SK’s guidance and supports SK in teaching and practices including the 

rituals (see the earlier Examples 1 and 2); and as translator, he mediates SK’s interaction with 

others.  

 

Contested pecking order in the West London Karate Club 

As there are several coaches in the West London venue, hierarchy among the coaches or who is 

the one ‘in command’ is carefully orchestrated on surface: tasks that demands and showcases 

karate expertise are led by SK whereas admin tasks are managed by F1, the club manager DS’s 

deputy. The following field note (g) captures the orchestration of power and hierarchy. SK lines 

up the whole group and leads the warm up session and then he would hand over the control to 

F1, the club manager’s deputy, who organises the sessions and grouping and does the 

administration (e.g. registers, grading and competition enrolment).   

  

g. The club members begin to come in. Some are teenagers and some are young adults (I 

think roughly equal number between men and women). SK lines them up at the end of 

the room and we quickly realise that there are lots of them and the long bench is not 

really a safe place to observe. The warming session starts with SK at the central front, 

giving instructions in Japanese with some English. The members seem to know what 

they are doing. They warm up arms, necks, wrists, and legs. Almost everyone is taking it 

seriously. The last warming up action is to turn around and adjust their costumes and this 

is when SK comes to us and wires up the recorder. F1 then takes control and explains 

the structure of the session in English. There is going to be grading next week and F1 
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takes the opportunity to go through the names. Some members are taking part in the 

competition this Sunday too. (ZH/WLKC/06.10.15) 

The person who is at the top of the hierarchy pyramid in the West London venue is Sensei DS, 

the club manager and the president of the UK branch of the karate association the club is 

affiliated to. She only visited the club once during our observation period. Nevertheless, our filed 

notes (h-j) by different researchers picked up her ultimate authority in the club.  

h. DS showed us her very assertive personality, walked freely with her shoes on around the 

room where all were bare feet and she chatted with her club instructors. She let the 

session end earlier to give Christmas presents to her instructors and sweets to the 

trainees. She lined up the entire group and expressed her satisfaction with how well the 

club is doing (DJP/WLKC/11.11.15) 

i. In the middle of all this, a lady walked in with a big plastic bag. She was not wearing any 

Karate costumes and seemed to know the place very well. She bowed gently whenever 

her eyes caught the students’ eyes while she was walking to the bench. DJP got up and 

said hi to her. It must be Sensei DS, by the look of it. (ZH/WLKC/11.11.15) 

j. When it was nearly 7:30pm, DS quickly lined up the group (two lines facing each other: 

one line was sensei and the other the students.)  She was very clear in her instructions. I 

could tell that this was very much her home ground and she was the one in command, 

using F1’s term. (ZH/WLKCG/11.11.15) 

However, the orchestrated hierarchy and social order are contested from time to time. There is 

tension between SK as the coach of the highest rank and F1 as the de facto manager on the 

ground. Our field notes recorded several incidents when the hierarchy is contested. In Field 

notes k, the internal hierarchy boundary was crossed by other sensei (two were talking and one 

checked about student attendance) during the warm-session led by SK. SK told them off with a 

smile and restored the order. In the following two field notes excerpts, there was a see-saw of 

power and resistance going on. The tension was all about who has the right to decide on 

exercises and who needed to listen to whom. In Field notes l, F1 tried to tell SK which exercises 

SK’s group should do, but SK resisted him. He blocked F1’s hand to symbolically push away his 

domination. He showed no interest in F1’s words and walked away from him. In Field note m, 

F1 did his own warm-up and thereby challenged SK’s authority as the most senior sensei in the 

dojo.   

k. All group works with SK in silence but Sensei J and Sensei K whisper in the far corner of 

the room. F1 is not participating in the warm up; he stands with a register at the far end 

of the hall and asks the group if one of the students is present (he asks by name). 

Someone answers that he/she is not. According to what F1 was telling ZH and me 

during our informal interview a short while ago, he seems to be crossing the boundary of 

internal hierarchy by interrupting SK (so are Sensei J and K). SK is the highest in the rank 

teacher in the room and it is inappropriate to disturb him and the group when they are 

trying to prepare for the training and to concentrate. I don’t have to wait long to see SK’s 

disapproval; he sends some critical comments towards them but with a smile. The 

teachers joke and they become silent. F1 falls silent too. (DJP/WLKC/11.11.15) 
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l. F1 asks the students preparing for black belt grading to join him and Sensei J, the rest of 

students joins SK. He comes to SK to tell him what exercises SK needs to practise with 

the students, he then adds that really it is anything that SK wants to do with them but I 

notice SK stands by his side to F1 and does not look at him. While F1 tells him what to 

do and points at students, SK stops his hand with the outside part of his forearm and 

blocks it forcing F1 to take his hand back. SK says: “yeah yeah yeah” and walks away to 

do the practice with the highest (black) belts. F1 comes back to his group and SK starts 

his own session next to me. (DJP/WLKC/25.11.15) 

m. F1 walks around the room and looks at students to see how they exercise, as if he was 

checking. SK keeps on giving new commands and changing the exercise, he watches the 

giggling students and looks at F1 but doesn’t say anything. F1 starts his own warm up at 

the far end of the corner, he doesn’t follow SK’s commands but does his own stretches. 

When the warm up ends, all students are allocated to their instructors. 

(DJP/WLKC/25.11.15) 

 

F1 reflected on the tension during the interview. When we asked him about the biggest challenge 

on coaching, F1 talked about ‘downgrading’ when one has to tell those higher in ranks what to 

do, as karate is about ‘teaching respect, showing respect for higher grades’.   

‘Downgrade, i.e. telling those who are higher in ranks or more experienced what to do, if you are 

the one ‘in command’.  Ways of saying is important. Karate is about teaching respect, showing 

respect for higher grades.’ (I7FZD 21-24)  

The tension between karate expertise and management role was entangled with linguistic 

expertise. SK quietly resented the fact that things were planned for him in advance and he were 

told what to do in the West London venue. He agreed that had he had more elaborate English 

skills, he would have found himself in a different position in hierarchy.  

 

D: powiedziałeś wcześniej że /.../ masz odczucie że gdybyś lepiej mówił po 

angielski to miałbyś inną możliwość [pracować tak? 

S: [no więcej tak ... to znaczy zależy ..ja tak rozumiem ... ale zależy jak kto co chce 

się nauczyć . jeżeli mówimy o tych treningach tutaj gdzie u DS prowadzę zajęcia 

to po prostu przychodzę na zajęcia i mam z góry już rozplanowany dzień, nie, 
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/.../ wchodzę na sale i od razu mam powiedziane co mam robić . już mam na tyle 

doświadczenia że ja wiem co mam robić  i jak zajęcia prowadzić nie chciałbym 

właściwie żeby ktoś .. tak jak tutaj w tej sytuacji przychodzisz mówi robisz Kata ... 

albo basic techinque4 albo Kumite nie . ja potrafię na jednych zajęciach 

potrenować wszystkie trzy wersje . basic Kata i Kumite . nie i do tego dojść 

jeszcze porozmawiać o aplikacji Kata /.../  nauczanie to nie jest tylko jedna 

forma . jest wiele form nauczania ale jakoś  nie pozwalają mi oni .. oni nie 

pozwalają mi na to żebym mógł trenować to co uważam że by było dobre dla 

tego klubu /.../  

D: myślisz, że gdybyś mówił po angielsku bardziej swobodnie byłbyś w stanie tą 

swoją postawę , pozycję jakoś wesprzeć ? 

S: na pewno ... na pewno ... to było nawet taka mocna strona tego co robię ... język .  

D: i zmieniłoby [to twoją pozycję że tak powiem? 

S: [tak tak . w hierarchii jakby to powiedzieć 

  (I2SD_1 234-258) 

 

/D:  you said earlier that /.../ you have the feeling that if you could speak better 

English you could have different job opportunities yeah? 

S: well more {opportunities} yes... I mean it depends ... I see it that way ... it 

depends who wants to learn what ... if we are talking about the training sessions 

here with DS where I run the sessions I simply come for the training session and 

it’s already planned for me in advance right ... I enter the hall and straight away I 

am told what to do ... I am experienced enough to know what to do and how to 

run the training I wouldn't like someone to ... like in this situation here you come 

and you say you do Kata... or basic technique or Kumite right ... I can practice all 

the three versions during one session... basic Kata & Kumite and talk about Kata 

applications on top of that /.../ teaching is not just one form ... there are many 

forms of teaching but somehow they don’t allow me... they don’t allow me to 

teach what I think would be good for the club 

                                                 

 

 

 

 

4 CS used in English as use of work terminology 
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D: do you think if your English was better more elaborate you would be able to back 

your position in this matter 

S:  for sure.. for sure... it would be such a strong side of what I do... language 

D: and would it [change your position I should ask? 

S:  [yes yes... in hierarchy as I would say/ 

 

Performing hierarchy 

Hierarchy in dojo, as the pillar of the social order in the karate space, is performed and 

reinforced in a number of ways in communication. The sense of hierarchy is interwoven into 

routine practices in the clubs. Example 4 records a routine of lining up at the beginning of a 

karate session.  In the event, SK started with an instruction to Dv in Polish (‘move them 

around’) accompanied by his hand gesture. Dv followed the order and began to sort out the 

group. SK then reminded the group in Polish of ‘colours’ in lining up. Meanwhile, Dv finished 

sorting and went back to his own place, standing to SK’s right. SK wanted to reinforce his 

message and repeated his explanation ‘the line, it must set by colours’ while gesturing a line. 

Towards the end of his hand movement, he pointed at Dv in an almost unnoticeable way. Dv 

picked up the prompt and translated SK’s sentence from Polish to English while copying SK’s 

gesture for line.  
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Example 4  Hierarchy in dojo  
S
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r Example 4:   Hierarchy in dojo 

Context:        Karatekas are getting ready for a training session, performing their duties and roles  
Participants:  Karate coach (SK), Assistant Dv(Dv), Children (Cc) 

 Length:         00h 00m 30s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151124_SK_EH (1) 

Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

SK Cc 1  SK makes a hand gesture pointing at 
the group of students  

 

 

Dv SK 2  Dv stands to SK’s right   
SK Dv 3 poprzestawiaj ich 

 
stands still   move them around 

Dv Cc 4   Dv makes a move towards the group 
to change their order of standing 

 

 

SK Dv 5 kolory . jak są orders Dv to arrange Cc according to  colours . as they are 
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their belt colours 
Dv Cc 6  moves two students 

 

 

Dv Cc 7  finishes reorganising students' places in 
line according to their belt colour 

 

Dv SK 8  once finished sorting out the line, he 
walks back to his own place, next to 
SK's right.  

  

SK Cc 9 linia .ma iść kolorami Draws a horizontal line with his right 
arm - moving it from left to right 

 

the line . it must set by 
colours 
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SK Dv 10  SK points at Dv  

 

 

Dv Cc 11 the line has to come in 
colours 

Dv translates SK’s words and copies 
SK’s hand movement 

 the line has to come in 
colours 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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In the above short extract, hierarchy is manifested through different modalities and channels.  

 Colour schemes: the members’ expertise is differentiated through colours of their belts;   

 Spatial allocation: when lining up, members’ ranks are mapped across physical space in a 

fixed sequence of colours of their belts, not age or height; Dv, as an assistant, has his 

own spot, next to SK on his right and facing the members.   

 Verbal commands: SK gives instructions to Dv to move students into a proper line as 

the one ‘in command’;  

 Gestures: with his gesture, SK gives an embodied prompt to Dv to translate his message 

from Polish to English.  

Forms of address are an important tool in assigning and establishing roles to members within a 

team. Whilst all karate instructors and trainees with black belts address one another as sensei 

(Field note n), the students of lower grades are usually called by their first names. Nevertheless, 

SK tends to use the vocative “you” instead of names in the East London venue, partly out of a 

pragmatic reason-- he cannot remember all the names on the spot, and partly because ‘you’ as a 

vocative allows him to address directly and befits the tasks of organising and disciplining which 

takes up much of the time in the East London site (Field notes n-r).  

n. There is an assistant, called Dv working with SK. /…/ The assistant occasionally does a 

bit of translation if SK says something in Polish to him, and he refers to SK as Sensei. 

(LW/ELKC/10.11.15/15-20) 

o. some children get boisterous and SK disapproves. He comes closely to the group and 

says with a loud voice- “Don’t speak!” – all students get quieter but one still keeps on 

moving with his hands up.  

 – “You don’t understand?” {In Polish making questions does not require an inversion 

of the to be part but changing an intonation in the last syllable of the statement. This is 

what SK does in English here rather than “Do you understand?” or “Don’t you 

understand?”} – “you!” he emphasises the addressee. (DJP/ELKC/20.10.15)  

p. SK then asks all the children to line up and singles out 3 children by saying ‘you, you, 

and you’ and asks Dv to teach them separately. (ZH/ELKC/06.10.15) 

q. Now SK shouts:   

- “Oy! You! Buddha!! – to the littlest Karateka in the room– “no talking?!” – and he lets 

the youngest boy off the chair to re-join the group. (DJP/ELKC/03.11.15) 

r. SK counts in Japanese and children answer loudly. One of his students starts the exercise 

too early; SK tells him off:  

 – “You wait you!” – and they all re-start Kata. (DJP/ELKC/08.12.15) 

In the following email from sensei DS to the coaches, DS uses sensei to address her coaches and 

in her signature (Image 25)  
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Image  25: Screen shot of an email message from sensei DS 

 

Hierarchy is also manifested in the rights to speak, i.e., who has the floor to talk, in the dojo.  

There are frequent instances of disciplinary instructions from SK on the participants’ rights to 

speak and their responsibilities to stay quiet.  Such examples include ‘you do not speak but listen’ 

(Field note s); ’be quiet’ (Field note t); and ‘no talk’ (Field note u).  

s. SK is explaining the order of their practice.   

– “Coo??!!” [Whaat??] – one student asks.  

“Ty nie mów tylko słuchaj!” [You don’t speak but listen! (you don’t talk, you listen!) – 

reprimands S. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

t. “Be quiet”, he says softly and then shouts again “ichi!!”…“ni!!”...and again he says in 

much lowered tone,…“trzeba ćwiczyć a nie udawać” [one must practice rather than 

pretend that one practices”. He is standing, facing the students with his hands behind 

back, talking monotonously… monitoring the group, walking across the room. Children 

don't speak, little and serious faces are looking at SK.  (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

u. “No talk” – he adds constantly correcting postures and again starts shouting out the, 

unidentifiable for me, formulas in Japanese. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

Despite a strong orientation to hierarchy and the frequent disciplinary acts, there is a good 

rapport between sensei and students in the clubs. SK and his colleagues often use teasing and 

jokes to relax the students, to defuse pressure and boredom that may come with repetition, to 

mitigate seriousness and competitiveness in the dojo. Paradoxically, these humorous moments 
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keep students focused on the task and help to build rapport between the sensei and students.  

SK blended teasing and learning in his coaching (Field note v); pulled a funny face when 

disciplining the children (Field note w); used a nick name (Field notes x & z); laughed at his own 

joke (Field note y) and ‘threatened’ the group by suggesting that he was going to organise a 

sparring with an advanced black belt student (Field note aa) and softened the defeat of his 

student (Field note bb).  We also see teasing by other coaches (Field note cc) and ‘silly play’ 

among the students (Field note dd).  

v. Children appear more relaxed, exchange some whispers, mimic and laugh. “To nie jest 

lekcja śpiewu” [It’s not a signing lesson] – SK jokes and then suddenly shouts another 

Japanese command in his most solemn voice to the training couple of fighters. He makes 

humorous comments not allowing his students to react naturally and to laugh; they seem 

not allowed to react at all. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

w. Kids are enjoying, laughing and start turning it into a form of play.  “Why are you smiling? 

When you punch – serious face” – he criticised in a lowered voice but showed a funny 

face and children laughed again. Another pair started their fight. Two girls, jumping 

continuously and crossing their arms on chests, are giggling. SK is explaining once more 

that they should calm down and start being serious. They are trying, but looking at one 

another makes them laugh. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

x. Now SK shouts:   

- “Oy! You! Buddha!! – to the littlest Karateka in the room– “no talking?!” – and he lets 

the youngest boy off the chair to re-join the group. (DJP/ELKC/03.11.15) 

y. As the moves involve punches, Dv stands in front of one of the students pretending to 

take the punches from him in his stomach. Children laugh. His face is serious and he says 

-“Nie śmiej się jak karaluch [stop laughing like a cockroach]” - and laughs as well. I find 

it a very S-like method to relax students but also to keep them focused 

(DJP/ELKC/10.11.15) 

z. Dv helps the students to find their places in the row and jokes with a curly hair student 

by calling her Barbie. (DJP/ELKC/01.12.15) 

aa. All line up.  

- “osu [respect]” – SK says. Then he chooses four students to fight with sensei St … The 

room falls silent. Then SK says it was a joke and they all relax laughing and commenting 

on it (DJP/WLKC/09.12.15) 

bb. SK shows another way to block an attacker on St again. After set of blocks, turns and 

twists, St is disarmed, blocked and pushed against the floor. SK repeats the moves in the 

slow motion like mode and St is again blocked on the floor. They laugh and SK tickles St’s 

chin to cheer him up. (DJP/WLKC/04.11.15) 

cc. One co-coach is joking that ‘if you kick sensei, you are (she is gesticulating ‘kill’’). 

(ZH/WLKC/07.10.15) 

dd. The small space of the room sometimes forces them to touch one another 

unintentionally. It has just happened to sensei C and another black belt trainee; they have 

incidentally touched each other’s feet. They pretend they are ‘kissing’ with their toes. 

They giggle and then kick each other strongly and sharply, without saying a word, so SK 

would not hear their silly play. (DJP/WLKC/04.11.15) 
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9 Dynamic translanguaging practices 

Translanguaging, as a ground-breaking new way of understanding language and communication, 

refer to the dynamic meaning-making process whereby multilingual speaker go beyond 

conventional divide between languages and modalities to act, to know and to be (Garcia & Li 

Wei, 2014).  The term was originally coined by Cen Williams (1994, 1996) to describe a 

pedagogical practice in bilingual classrooms where students read and listen in one language and 

speak and write in another language. The potential advantages of translanguaging pedagogy in 

developing the learner’s academic language skills in both languages were further discussed in 

Baker (2006). Garcia (2009: 45) extended the notion of translanguaging to refer to ‘multiple 

discursive practices in which bilinguals engage in order to make sense of their bilingual worlds’. 

The multiple discursive practices cover multilingual practices which have traditionally been 

described a codeswitching, code-mixing, crossing, creolisation, etc.  Li Wei (2011) proposed the 

notion of ‘translanguaging space’, a space created by and for translanguaging practices, and a 

space where multilingual individuals  integrate social spaces (including ‘language codes’) that have 

been formerly practiced separately in different spaces by ‘bringing together different dimensions 

of their personal history, experience and environment, their attitude, belief and ideology, their 

cognitive and physical capacity into one coordinated and meaningful performance’ (p. 1223). 

The notion of translanguaging space helps us to understand how multiple language(s) and 

different semiotic resources are integrated and mobilised and how these communication 

practices are informed and motivated by the culture of karate and the karateka’s life trajectories, 

attitude, belief and ideology.  We observe the way our KP instructs, explains, and disciplines his 

students and communicates with his students’ parents and his colleagues, through a range of 

linguistic and semiotic repertories, including multiple languages and embodied communication. 

In making his communication understood, SK mobilises a number of strategies. He assigns 

different functions to different languages and at the same time, is flexible with multilingual 

repertories, using ‘simple words’, embodying instructions, and translation.  It is this very dynamic 

translanguaging practices that contribute to the transformation of karate from a national martial 

art to a global one.   

SK uses Japanese, Polish, English and occasionally Romani in coaching. As we shall see from 

examples in this section, alternation of Japanese, Polish and English within one turn or between 

turns in SK’s language use is frequent, suggesting a flexible approach to his multiple linguistic 

repertories.  However, his flexibility is underpinned by a preference for ‘different-languages-

different-purposes’:  Japanese is used as a language of rituals, performance and command and 

indexes karate expertise, while Polish, English and other linguistic and semiotic forms are used 

collaboratively or interchangeably as languages of instruction, elaboration, disciplines, 

information or rapport-building. In Section 9.1, we demonstrate how flexible multilingualism 

(Creese & Blackledge, 2011) goes hand-in-hand with SK’s preference for ‘different languages for 

different purposes’. In Sections 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, and 9.5, we examine the use of each language in 

turn in order to understand their different purposes and usage. In Section 9.6, we focus on how 

embodied repertories and verbal repertories are blended expediently by SK in communication.  
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Different languages, different purposes 

The languages involved in the karate clubs that we observed are socio-culturally marked, and the 

participants, especially the KP, are aware of the existence of the different language – Polish, 

English, Japanese, etc. Whilst there are many instances of them mixing and switching between 

the different languages, which we will discuss further later, there are also many examples where 

they consciously choose to use different languages for different purposes. During our visits we 

observed that using multiple languages and alternation of language in an utterance are a normal 

and frequent practice in particular, in the East London venue. As the following field notes (a-c) 

show, commands and instructions are often given in Japanese, English and Polish.  

a. I am sitting on the floor by the corridor, curled up, trying to be invisible. Students are 

warming up; none is speaking, all facing him and following his moves. SK shouts 

commands in Japanese, I don’t understand, he gives in English directions “left”, ‘right”, and 

names body parts in Polish – “noga” [leg], “nadgarstek” [wrist]…(DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

b. “Be quiet”, he says softly and then shouts again “ichi!!”…”ni!!”...and again he says in 

much lowered tone,…”trzeba ćwiczyć a nie udawać” [one must practice rather than 

pretend that one practices”. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15) 

c. When the announcement finished, SK took the central place and led the warming up 

session. His instructions were brief and a mixture of Japanese and English. I could catch 

some English: left, right, knees up, shoulder, back, apart, change, arm, wrist, waist, legs 

apart.  There are also some Japanese words. I’m not sure what they mean, but I could tell 

that some were counting, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in Japanese.  The students seem to know what they 

are doing. They synchronised with SK and each other in their moves. No one was talking.  

The only sounds were the short, clear and firm instructions from SK and the movement 

of the bodies. (ZH/ELKC/21.1.15/43-49) 

In the East London venue, Polish and English are used beyond instructions and function as a 

lingua franca, a share language of communication between SK and children and their parents 

(Field notes d & e).  

d. SK lines all children up against the wall – “line up … line up” – kids are rushing towards 
him to drop their gloves to the bag or to take their own set.  - “Listen! Kto bierze udział 
w walkach ?” [who is taking part in the fights? (who is taking part in competitions) – asks 
SK. Children are arguing and teasing one another: - “Idziesz? … ja idę” [are you going? 
… I’m going]. “N” - he calls a girl – she comes over and choses a pair of gloves, xxx. – 
“Hands up who’s going for the competitions!” – SK shouts out. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15). 

e. SK speaks to one parent in Polish and then says ‘Next week 6:00’. (LW/ELKC/10.11.15) 

 
Dv occasionally translates SK’s Polish instructions into English (Field notes f).   

f. They are in a circle and SK was getting them to do some warm up jumps and stretching. 
He is giving instructions in English: Switch, Jump, Wait, Change, Back, Toes, Yes, No, 
Good. And sometimes he asks ‘Do you understand? Understand or not? But he is 
counting in Japanese when they do the jumps. The assistant occasionally does a bit of 
translation if SK says something in Polish to him, and he refers to SK as Sensei. I was very 
impressed with the amount of codeswitching. (LW/ELKC/ 10.11.15) 
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Romani is used occasionally between Dv and SK (Field notes g).   

g. Dv is showing ZH how to block arms. Then, he comes to help xx for the first time; he 
moves his hands and asks in Russian “хорошо [ok?]”, the boy nods.  SK shouts 
something loudly in Romani across the room to Dv and Dv answers back in Romani. I 
have not witnessed them speaking Romani so openly before and I wonder how natural is 
this utterance.  (DJP/ELKC/01.12.15) 

 
 

Example 5 records a coaching session in the East London site. It illustrates how different 

languages are used in a flexible manner in the dojo. SK was asking children to do a basic kata (a 

sequence of moves) in pairs.  It starts with SK’s short command in Japanese (ready. begin), 

followed by a further instruction (patrz do przodu, meaning look ahead) in Polish (Turns 1-2). 

The children shouted ‘kiai’, a short yell used in Japanese martial arts symbolising ‘fighting spirits’ 

(Turn 3). The next few turns (Turns 4-14) are a mixture of Polish, English and Japanese: SK 

reminded the group of the technical requirement (go straight, not on the curve) in Polish (Turn 

4). After an exchange of osu (meaning respect), he continued in English to give out an order of 

five push-ups to a child who was not trying (Turn 8), asked two girls to wait (Turn 9) and then 

switched back to Polish to organise the class (Turn 10) before resuming the command in 

Japanese (Turn 11). In the Turn 14, the two girls echoed SK and repeated the name of a basic 

kata (taikyoku shodan).  SK continued with his instruction in Japanese (hajime, meaning start) 

(turn 15), but he ordered the students to stop immediately in English, because not everyone 

started at the same time. He then asked the students in Polish ‘haven’t you heard that you begin 

on the command, hajime’, trying to explain what to be expected from the Japanese verbal 

command (Turn 16). He further explained the sequence of actions by saying ‘I am not counting 

for you/ I’m not count’ twice (first in Polish and then in English) (Turns 16-17) and instructed 

students in English to return to the exercise (again) (Turn 17). Right after attempting to resume 

the Japanese command (ready + stance) (Turn 18), he interrupted suddenly the practice once 

more; this time in order to shift students around dojo space. He asked them in Polish to ‘move 

{him/herself}’ (przesuń się) and then added in English: ‘you the same’ (Turn 19), indicating 

others should follow the same instruction. Next, by saying ‘again’ in Turn 20, he prompted 

trainees to return to the exercise. He then turned to a series of the Japanese commands: stance 

(repeated once), exchanged osu with the children (showing respect) and shouted the name of the 

kata in practice. In the Turn 28, SK made some comments on a student’s moves in English. His 

English utterances are short, simple and direct. They are characterised by the predominant use of 

content words, second person pronoun, a small number of grammatical words, and little or no 

use of the copula. He also accidently pronounced the word ‘practice’ as ‘practick’.  These 

features seem to characterise the use of English for the rest of the extract.  

The example also shows that while multiple languages are used flexibly and inter-changeably as 

languages of instruction, elaboration, disciplines or information, there is a strong emphasis on 

learning and performing Japanese karate terms.  We shall illustrate this point in the next section.  
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Example 5 A coaching session ‘hajime’  
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r Example 5:      A coaching session ‘hajime’ - multiple languages in Dojo 

Context:           Young students are training ‘taikyoku shodan’, a type of kata, and they are learning the command ‘hajime’, to begin their practice appropriately  
Interlocutors:   coach (SK), assistant (Dv), children(Cc), a child(C), individual students (C1, C2, C3,Lx ,Nc, Nx1, Nx2, Ix) 

 Length:00h 07m 00s  Source: LonSpoAud_20151006_SK_EH(Audio data) 
Transcript: Additional Context / Description: Translation: 

SK Cc 1 yoi . hajime  SK instructs students to begin training ready. begin  
SK C 2 ... patrz do przodu  ... look ahead 
C SK 3 kiai !    {spirit yield !} 

SK C 4 technika idzie p-prosto nie po łuku  the technique it goes s-straight and not on the curve 
C SK 5 kiai !  {spirit yield !} 

SK C 6 osu !  respect 
C SK 7 osu !  respect 

SK C1 8 /.../five push ups quickly SK punishes a child not trying hard enough (C1) /.../five push ups quickly 
SK Cc 9 next Lx and eer Nc wait   next Lx and eer Nc wait  
SK C2 10 . tam usiądź . z tamtej strony  SK sits the child (C2) who finished practice . sit over there . the other side  
SK Lx 

Nc 
11 osu. SK begins practice with next couple of students (Lx 

and Nc) 
respect. 

Lx 
Nc 

SK 12 osu students answer back respect 

SK Lx 
Nc 

13 taikyoku shodan ! SK commands the student to practice the most basic 
kata (‘first cause’) 

kata ‘first cause’ ! 

Lx 
Nc 

SK 14 taikyoku shodan ! the couple repeats / shouts back kata ‘first cause’ ! 

SK Lx 
Nc 

15 yoi .hajime ! . .  SK commands students to begin ready . begin ! . . 

SK Nc 16 stop . nie słyszałaś jak powiedziałem że na komendę 
hajime robicie . ja nie liczę wam teraz .  

SK stops the students to corrects their wrong practice  stop . haven’t you heard when I said that on the 
command begin you’re doing . I am not counting for 
you now .  

SK Lx 
Nc 

17 I’m not count . again SK warns he will not be counting to help them  I’m not count . again  

SK Lx 
Nc 

18 yoi . mus- mosubi-  SK tries to restart the practice with students  
(stance: heels placed together but with each foot 
turned out at 45 degrees)  

ready . sta-  stance- 

SK Cc 19 przes-przesuń się . you the same .  S stages other students across / in the room mo-move . you the same .  
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SK Lx 
Nc 

20 again .mosubi dachi ... osu. SK restarts the practice with C1 and C2  
(‘mosubi dachi’ stance: heels placed together but with 
each foot turned out at 45 degrees) 

again . stance. . respect . 

Lx 
Nc 

SK 21 osu  respect 

SK Lx 
Nc 

22 taikyoku shodan  ! SK commands the student to practice the most basic 
kata – “first cause” 

kata ‘first cause’ ! 

Lx 
Nc 

SK 23 taikyoku shodan !  kata ‘first cause’ ! 

SK Lx 
Nc 

24 yoi . hajime !  ready . begin ! 

C SK 25 kiai ... kiai  {spirit yield !} 
Dv Cc 26 yoi . mosubi dachi. rei . osu  Dv teaches his group in the background  ready . stance . bow . respect 
Cc Dv 27 osu  respect 
SK Lx 28 ... not point . mistake . you first not kiai . you move . 

wrong . practick* . go  
SK is commenting on a student’s practice, seems not 
satisfied with what they did and sends one/two of 
them to practise more 

... not point . mistake . you first not kiai . you move . 
wrong . practick* . go  

SK Cc 29 next . er . Nx and Nx SK calls out names of the two next students.  next . er . Nx and Nx 
C SK 30 Nx and Nx ? another child rechecks the names Nx and Nx? 

SK Nx1 
Nx2 

31 quickly . . stop talking . stop talking .. practice . ready . 
mosubi datchi . like this .  

SK disciplines and rushes students to get ready to 
start their turn and shows a move 

quickly .. stop talking . stop talking .. practice . ready . 
stance . like this .  

SK Nx1 
Nx2 

32 rei . taikyoku shodan ! SK instructs the students to bow and to practice the 
most basic kata – ‘first cause’  

bow . kata ‘first cause’ ! 

Nx
1 

Nx
2 

SK 33 taikyoku shodan ! children (Nx1 and Nx2) repeat the command / reply kata ‘first cause’ ! 

SK Nx1 
Nx2 

34 yoi.  hajime !… SK commands them to begin  ready. begin ! ...  

SK C 35 where you going . ey . again again . out . sit . . quickly . 
you .  

SK stops the practice, corrects the trainees and 
disciplines some other student 

where you going . ey . again again . out . sit . . quickly . 
you .  

SK Cc 36 mosubi dachi . rei . taikyoku  shodan . //unintel//  SK again commands the students to get ready and 
restart their practice 

stance . bow . kata ‘first cause’ . //unintel// 

SK C 37 and you .  SK disciplines another student in the meantime and you . 
SK Nx 

Nx 
38 hajime ! . nie śpiesz się .. SK commands children to begin kata begin ! . don’t rush .. 

Nx SK 39 kiai  {spirit yield} 
SK C3 40 yes ..  very quietly to a student yes .. 
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SK Nx 41 ty nie czekaj na niego ! ... yoi   you don’t wait for him ! ... ready .. 
SK Nx 42 .. five push ups quickly .. you sit  SK punishes the losing child  five push ups quickly .. you sit..  
SK Ix 43 ..errr. Ix -.. Ix .. Ix SK calls the next student to join the winner. SK is not 

sure of the boy’s name and checks repeatedly 
..errr. Ix -.. Ix .. Ix 

Ix SK 44 Ix boy confirms Ix 
SK Ix 45 yes . osu . mosubi dachi . osu . taikyoku shodan ! SK acknowledges . SK commands to get ready for 

kata practice 
yes . osu . mosubi dachi . osu . kata ‘first cause’ !! 

Ix SK 46 taikyoku shodan ! Ix repeats the command / replies kata ‘first cause’ !! 
SK Ix 

Nx 
47 yoi.  hajime ... and Kiai . Kiai ... yes . well . no watch 

me .. where ! . stop ! . last  
SK commands the pair to begin  ready . begin ... and {spirit yield} . {spirit yield} ... 

yes . well .. no watch me . where! . stop! . last  
SK Ix 48 kiai . oi zuki ! Ix ! . change leg ! . change leg ! . change 

leg ! . change leg ! . change leg ! . chan – chedg ! . 
//unintell// {laughing} . no . yes . yes . yes. yes . 
now . yes. no . go . now . next . no ! . where ?! . 
again !. back leg . mawate this way . yes !. back leg ! . 
yes ! . yes . front leg .yeees . yoi . osu . 

SK follows the students’ moves and corrects and 
comments their performance. Ix wins and Nx stays 
on the floor 

kiai . lunge punch ! Ix! . change leg ! . change leg ! . 
change leg ! . change leg ! . change leg ! . chan – 
chedg !. //unintell// {laughing} . no . yes . yes . yes. 
yes . now . yes. no . go . now . next . no ! . where ?! . 
again !. back leg . turn this way . yes !. back leg ! . 
yes ! . yes . front leg .yeees . ready . respect . 

Ix SK 49 osu  respect 
SK Nx 50 sit . no you . again .. you concentrated you . no watch 

for me for mum for all ok? . ready? . osu ! . Nx one 
step aside . yes 

SK supports Nx and reminds him about 
concentrating on practice 

sit .no you . again .. you concentrated you . no watch 
for me for mum for all ok? . ready? . respect ! . Nx 
one step aside . yes 

SK Nx 51 osu . taikyoku shodan ... pamiętasz co mówiłem? .. 
ta ...  

 . respect . kata ‘first cause’ !... do you remember what 
I was telling you? .. yep ...  

SK Nx 52 osu .. taikyoku shodan yoi . hajime  . nie w tą stronę . 
taak jest . skoncentruj się . rób . taak jest . nie patrz na 
mnie musisz być skoncentrowany yes yes 

 respect .. kata ‘first cause’ !ready . begin  . not this 
way . exactly . concentrate . do it . exactly . don’t look 
at me you have to be focused yes yes 

 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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Japanese as language of ritual, performance and commands 

The role of formulaic Japanese in the karate clubs is particularly interesting. As mentioned 

earlier, nobody, including SK, is a fluent speaker of the language. Japanese is predominantly used 

in commands and as specialised karate or martial arts terms. Examples of specialised karate or 

martial arts terms include names of moves (a list of Japanese terms is provided in Appendix 12), 

stance and counting, while commands in Japanese include bow, begin, stop, left, right, side, 

forward, etc.  Some of the terms appeared in the extract in Section 9.1. Our field notes 

frequently report the use of such terms in the karate training.  

 

h. He counts in Japanese again and again and tells her what are the expected tasks, one by 

one – gedan barai gyaku zuki .. he counts again. E moves across the space of the room 

according to SK’s voice and steps of the practice. She gets better, less shy. She kicks high 

up in the air and seems to be more relaxed. It seems to be a long test and even the parents 

become silent. Now, Kata – Heian nidan … And SK counts in Japanese. 

(DJP/ELKC/15.12.15) 

i. “Hidari [left]” - SK says asking students to change arms. Then he says:   

“Migi [right]”, to do the exercise using the right arm again. While sitting on the floor, all 

students keep their feet together. SK asks them to stretch forward – “mae [forward]” – he 

commands. Then he adds:   

“kiba dachi [horse stance] – and all students roll backwards and forwards with legs 

crossed stretching their hips and warming up the side muscles. (DJP/WLKC/04.11.15) 

j. They purple belt wins. F1 keeps on noting down and watches closely the fighting couple. 

SK is right next to them, watching their every move and jump. He comments:  - 

“Yame”[stop] - they have to bow when they finish. They shake hands and hug. 

(DJP/WLKC/09.12.15) 

 

A couple of Japanese martial art terms have gone beyond their ordinary semantic meaning.  

These include ‘kiai’, a specialised Japanese martial art term, to be shouted out and performed at 

the end of kata; and ‘osu’, a term literally meaning ‘respect’, used for multiple purposes. As 

explained in Section 7, it is a versatile word in the karate practice. Accompanying bowing, it is 

used frequently as greeting, acknowledgement and response to a question or instruction, a show 

of respect, or to indicate the completion of routines at the end of katas.  

SK’s expertise in Japanese is impressive and contributes to his authority as the 6th Dan 

Instructor. As opposed to other instructors, he is capable of commanding sport activities 

effectively using only Japanese terms and phrases most of the time. Although others also try to 

instruct group and individuals in Japanese, SK appears to be the most confident and proud user 

of Japanese of them all. We have observed that he used Japanese commands and karate terms 

exclusively in a showcase performance in a gathering organised by the Roma community.  In the 

following example, SK leads the demonstration exclusively in Japanese, illustrating the 

ceremonial purpose of the Japanese language.  
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Example 6 A presentation of children’s Karate skills during a local community meeting  
S

p
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r Example 6:    A presentation of children’s Karate skills during a local community meeting 

Context:      With SK’s help and directing, selected children present a set of kata to the audience  
Interlocutors: Karate Coach (SK), children(Cc), 

 Length:       00h 00m 36s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151117_RxxMeeting 

Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 
SK Cc 1 yoi  SK gets into ‘ready’ position, they cross 

and un-cross their arms and stand with 
feet apart 

 ready 

Cc SK 2  students copy SK's position - they cross 
and un-cross their arms and stand with 
feet apart 

 

 

SK Cc 3 mosubi dachi SK puts his hands to his thighs  ready 
Cc SK 4  students copy SK's position   
SK Cc 5 rei SK bows to his students  bow 
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Cc SK 6  students bow back to SK 

 

 

SK Cc 7 osu //unintell // SK takes the ‘yoi’ (ready) position  respect 
Cc SK 8  children follow SK's position   
SK Cc 9 hidari . kokutsu dachi 

.gedam barai 
legs apart, one forwards back stance: 
legs apart 

 left . back stance . 
forwards  downward 
block   

Cc SK 10  students are waiting in ready to start 
positions 

  

SK Cc 11 hajime !   begin 
Cc SK 12 kiai students make the instructed move 

 

{spirit shout} 

SK Cc 13 oi zuki SK moves back  lunge punch 
SK Cc 14 ichi   one 
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Cc SK 15  students move one step ahead with a 
forward punch 

 

 

SK Cc 16 ni   two 
Cc SK 17  students move a next step ahead   
SK Cc 18 san change of intonation  three 
Cc SK 19 kiai students move one more step ahead 

with a forward punch 
 {spirit shout} 

SK Cc 20 ushiro . backwards   backwards . backwards 
SK Cc 21 ichi   one 
Cc SK 22  students move a step backwards with a 

move of an arm back 
 

  

SK Cc 23 ni   two 
  24  students make next step backwards   

SK Cc 25 san ! change of intonation  three 
Cc SK 26 kia i student make the next step backwards 

 

{spirit shout} 

Cc SK 27 kiai !   {spirit yield} 
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SK Cc 28 yoi  . mosubi dachi hand gesture asking children to move 
closer to the wall 

 

ready . stance 

Cc SK 29  students get into the feet-together 
position, stance 

  

SK Cc 30 rei osu SK gently bows to students  bow respect 
Cc SK 31 osu students bow deeply to the public 

 

respect 

SK Cc 32  SK gets into ‘yoi’ position - crosses and 
opens his arms 

  

Cc SK 33  students copy SK's ‘yoi’ position and 
cross and open their arms 

  

 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian) 
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Teaching Japanese commands 

Learning karate terms are part of karate training. The method of learning Japanese commands is, 

according to SK in the interview (cited below), through ‘repeating it hundreds of times during a 

training’ so that the children do not even know when they have learnt it. Acting out and copying 

the command many times seem to be SK’s main strategy of teaching Japanese commands.  

D: jak uczą się komend japońskiego twoje dzieci ... i dorośli których uczysz na 

zajęciach?  /.../ 

S: oni uczą się przez moją wymowę ja zadaję mówię mówię mówię ... i oni to 

przyswajają to/.../ 

D: czy tu uczysz ich w jakiś sposób... masz [jakąś swoją metodę? 

S: [nie nie nie to w sumie wszyscy wszyscy chyba uczą się w ten sposób przez mowę 

swojego nauczyciela, nie, jak on używa ten język kiedy mówi jak modułuje . i 

nauczyciel to w sumie powtarza setki razy na treningu . to nawet później te dzieci 

nawet nie wiedzą kiedy już umieją ..  (Interview, I2SD_1 292-301) 

 

/D: how do your students learn Japanese commands .. and the adults whom you 

teach during your classes?  /…/  

S: they learn through my pronunciation I ask I talk and talk and talk … and they 

acquire this /…/ 

D: do you teach them in a certain way … do you [have your method? 

S: [no no no it actually is that all I think learn the same way through the teachers’ 

talk , right, how he uses the language how he speaks and how he uses . and the 

teacher actually repeats it hundreds of times during a training . so then those 

children don’t even know when the have learnt it/  

(From Interview report data) 

 

In Example 5 (Section 9.1), we have seen an example of how SK taught the Japanese command 

‘hajime’. On some other occasions, SK taught Japanese commands through a combination of 

offering their translation equivalents in English and demonstration. In Example 7 below, SK was 

leading a warm-up exercise and trying to get his students to lean forward while sitting legs apart. 

While leaning forward and stretching his arms, SK gave out a Japanese command, mae, and then 

offered its English equivalent (forward) in his next turn.  Students copied his posture.  
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Example 7 Teaching Japanese command ‘mae’ [forwards/front] 
S
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r Example 7:    Teaching Japanese command ‘mae’ [forwards/front] 

Context:         SK teaches his team the Japanese term ‘mae’ (demonstration, Japanese term, English translation) 
Interlocutors: Karate Coach (SK), children(Cc), 

 Length:       00h 00m 05s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151124_SK_EH (1) 
Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

SK Cc 1  changes position - transition between 
exercises 

 

 

Cc SK 2  students follow SK's change of 
position 

  

Cc SK 3  students get into ‘legs apart’ sitting 
positions 
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SK Cc 4 mae . forwards SK keeps on bending forward with his 
arms stretched ahead 

 

forwards . forwards 

Cc SK 5  students copy SK's move and bend 
forward 

 

 

 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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Polish and English: different roles and status 

SK uses Polish and English differently in different venues, reflecting different roles and status of 

these two languages.  In the East London site, although SK constantly alternates between Polish 

and English, he has the tendency to use more Polish to discipline, explain, feedback, correct, 

inform and build a good rapport with the children. The following examples from the field notes 

shows how he uses Polish to tell off the children (k), enforce his discipline (l), explain why (m), 

discipline (n) and instruct (o).    

k. SK is telling the children off for not practicing hard enough. “K nie leniuchuj [K stop 

lazying around]” …“później mówisz : ‘myśmy się tego nie uczyli’ [and later you say: we 

were not learning this]” (DJP/ELKC/20.10.15/137-139)  

l. “Be quiet”, he says softly and then shouts again “ichi!!”…”ni!!”...and again he says in 

much lowered tone,… “trzeba ćwiczyć a nie udawać” [one must practice rather than 

pretend that one practices”. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15/110-112) 

m. He ties up N’s belt and says:  

 “czemu nie zawiązujesz pasa jak trzeba .. trzeba dbać o swój wygląd [why don’t you tie 

your belt up as you should .. one must pay attention to personal appearance]”. 

(DJP/ELKC/01.12.15/189-181) 

n. I hear the rustling fabric of karate gi; a choir of rustling karate gis – like birds’ wings, 

paced, voiceless, dancing movements, the same moves, of little bodies travelling through 

the room, in controlled steps, identical way. SK shouts: “nie patrz na mnie!” [don’t look at 

me!], “change leg!”, “nie śmiać się!” [no laughing] - and he laughs… - „skoncentruj się!” 

[concentrate!] -  he says. (DJP/ELKC/06.10.15/114-118). 

o. He keeps on checking and correcting students, walks among them looking at their 

positions.   

- “zaciśnij pięść! [clench your fist!]” – he shouts. He walks across the room moving 

students around. (DJP/ELKC/10.10.15/160-165) 

English is the main language used in the West London Club by SK and others most of the time, 

along with Japanese as a language of command, ritual and performance (Field notes p & q).  

p. They practice marking a kick in a hand. SK explains that sometimes a defender may be 

surprised by the kick and there are ways to react to such kicks. SK demonstrates one of 

these techniques; he moves to a side and punches the side of an opponent’s neck. SK asks 

his trainees to change partners and they start practising a kick to the partner’s neck. /.../  

SK asks all trainees to take off their gloves and all practise Kata. When they finish, SK ask 

them to practice Kata backwards - from the last move to the first. Then again, from the 

first move to the last. SK says it is a very good thing to do to help memorise the order of 

the moves. The group practices the moves backwards again. (DJP/WLKC/02.12.15)  

q. F announces that during last competitions in Hammersmith 10 students were awarded 

gold medals, six students were awarded silver medals, and two students were awarded 

bronze medal – scoring 18 medals for 11. He congratulates the team. 

(DJP/WLKC/25.11.15) 
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In the West London venue, SK was seldom heard to speak Polish in coaching.  He operates in 

English most of the time. The following field notes (r-t) by different researchers captured the 

moments when SK asked the researcher, DJP, to translate his Polish into English, while he was 

in providing feedback to his group in English.  

r. SK then began pair work. (This seems to be a pattern reoccurring in the structure of the 

lesson: group session, then pair work and then group session.). The pair work involved a 

bit of organisation and explanation on SK’s part. This time the pair work involved one 

partner attacking the other (using SK’s word, application) and the other defending and 

counter- attacking. I heard SK say “stand like this”, “your application”, “maybe I try it” 

“maybe together like this”. Initially, SK asked two students to work together, but after a 

couple of trials, it ended up with SK pairing up with each student, who needed to come 

up with a move to attack him and SK was the one to think about a counter-move. SK was 

thinking, watching and doing demonstration. He was consultative and attentive and I 

could tell that he was really enjoying the process of finding a countermove.  At one point, 

he beckoned DJP and gathered the group around him and DJP. (ZH/ELKC/21.10.15)  

s. I am sitting in a corner. SK comes to me asking how to say “dwadzieścia kroków w cztery 

strony” [twenty steps in for different ways (in four directions)]. Not knowing the context, 

I translate literally hoping it will help.  (DJP/WLKC/21.10.15) 

t. ‘SK comes to me to ask for a translation:  

- “Jak się mówi ‘nie bać się’? [how do you say ‘don’t be scared’]” – I tell him and he 

wonders of saying: - “Don’t be scared techniques!” – I see he feels confident and 

changes the style of practice. (Field notes DJP/WLKC/02.12.15) 

The different roles and status of Polish and English in two venues, as we observed, is 

predominantly to do with levels of ‘ownership’ SK felt towards the two clubs and the missions 

of the clubs. The West London site is one of many clubs organised by the Karate association SK 

is involved. SK is ‘hired’ to co-coach each session. Despite his rank, SK does not have much say 

in the running of club. In East London, the club is set up by a charity to support children from 

(marginalised) ethnic backgrounds. SK is delegated to run the club.  He has the ultimate 

authority to decide on learning activities and duties of care towards his young students. His view 

on the role of the club in supporting children is reflected in our field notes (u)  

u. I smelled cannabis while waiting. There were laughing teenagers gathered next to the 
swings; I didn’t want to get their attention and I walked to the front doors of the 
building/…/ We are walking through the door and SK complains he can smell weed; I 
confirm I can too. He says that he is allergic to many allergens and I moan I have an 
oversensitive nose … we laugh. SK asserts briefly that this is why he wants them “in” 
rather than “out” {meaning engaging the youth in physically and mentally constructive 
activities}. (DJP/ELKC/20.10.15) 

 

Under-valued linguistic capital: English 

We have noticed from very early on that SK seems to have internalised a sense of insecurity 

when it comes to speaking English. He started learning English when he moved to the UK, but 
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was reluctant to say how long he has been learning English in the interview, as he felt 

embarrassed about the seemingly lack of progress.   

While he operates in English flexibly along with Japanese and Polish in coaching, he seems to be 

reserved and on guard when interacting with someone through English outside coaching, 

probably due to his under-evaluation of his English ability. He uses someone (e.g. his family 

members, his coaching assistant or bilingual researcher) to translate for him whenever he can.  

As analysed in the previous session, SK’s spoken English is limited to basis grammar and a small 

set of vocabularies and remains at a beginner’s level. Despite this, contrary to SK’s self-

evaluation, our notes documented a vast body of evidence of his abilities to understand and 

manage communication in English effectively. Both the field notes excerpts (v) and (w) show 

that he has a good ability to comprehend spoken communication around him, although he seems 

to prefer to speak in Polish than English.  

v. At some point, a guy with a notebook comes in. He bows towards SK and walks towards 
the other side of room. SK says he is deputy director of the association. His name is F1 (I 
think).  He gets a group of instructors and helpers together in a circle on the other side of 
the room. I cannot hear what they are talking, but from a distance, I can tell SK is 
responding well. He seems to understand what they are talking about with a smile on his face. 
(ZH/WLKC/07.10.15/16-21)  

w. We had a brief chat with SK afterwards. He looks at DJP when he speaks to me in Polish 
as if he is calling for help with translation, but I have a feeling that his English is better than 
he thinks. He understands most of things I say. (ZH/ELKC.06.10.15/108-110) 

 

A further example of his effective comprehension ability in English is seen in the excerpt (x), 

which captures the moment when SK let off his guard.  During a three-party conversation in the 

tube among SK and two researchers, the conversation was carried out in English and Polish with 

the bilingual researcher as interpreter for SK and the other researcher who does not speak 

Polish. At one point, the bilingual researcher did not hear SK’s words, and rather unexpectedly, 

SK volunteered to translate English into Polish to help the bilingual researcher to catch up with 

the conversation.   

x. At one point, DJP did not hear SK’s words and then SK started translating my 
English into Polish – it was hilarious, cause I have always thought SK’s English is better 
than what he thinks it is. He understands most of words, but seems to be reluctant 
to admit that.  (ZH/WLKC/11.11.15/131-133) 

y.  
Interestingly, in the interview, SK admits that although he asks others to translate for him, he 

also uses his own understanding to double check.  

“wyłapuję kiedy on {Dv} mi dokładnie nie tłumaczy, nie {laughing} no .. i mówię ..ale 

już wyłapuję słowa bo już trochę tych słów znam mówię nie dokładnie przetłumaczyłeś 

powiedz jeszcze raz”  
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/I am already pick up when he does not translate accurately, right {laughing} yeah .. I say 

... I already pick up words because I know some of them I say you haven’t translated 

properly, do it again but properly again/ (Interview with SK, I2SD_2) 

 

In a chance meeting with SK’s English teacher who has been teaching SK for a while, he 

confirmed that SK’s English is more competent than he thinks (Field note y).  

z. We chatted with SK later on; he introduced me to his English language teacher, J1, who is 
a volunteer for the community and used to teach in the local primary school before being 
retired. He told me he was working with SK for a while and he is one of the nicest people 
he worked with. He confirmed ZH’s apt diagnosis that SK can do much more with 
his English than he thinks he can. (DJP/ELKC.17.11.15) 

 

His co-coach confirms the changes in his English competence over the time. F1, who manages 

the club on a daily basis, talked about the increasing competence in SK. F1 thinks SK needs 

someone’s help – a point relevant to the earlier discussion how linguistic expertise intersects with 

karate expertise in Section 8.  

F1: SK has been with us for a year. When he started, he could not speak a word of 

English. (now) with coaching, 50% is in Japanese and 50% in English. He can fight it.  

He needs someone to help. He gives short commands and models the moves. (Interview 

with F1, I7FZD 35-38) 

During the observation, we also found out that SK has a good knowledge of sports terms in 

English and occasionally, he helped out with the translation for the research team (Field note z). 

aa. Most of the times I was able to do literal translation but I had to ask for clarifications 
when SK was referring to sport organisations and subject knowledge. SK translated 
these names from Polish to English for me. (DJP/WLKC/11.11.15) 

 

When we probed his strategies of coping with his ‘modest’ English language in the interview, SK 

talked about several strategies. One is the use of his other available linguistic resources, i.e. 

Japanese, in coaching. SK is very competent with Japanese karate term and has always regarded 

knowing Japanese karate terms as an indicator of karate expertise.  

 

S: to znaczy ci co mają wyższe pasy łatwiej mi jest w ogóle porozumieć się z nimi 

nawet  mój język ... ten skromny . angielski . nie . plus japoński no no to 

wychodzi efekt . że zrozumieją o co mi chodzi  

D: aha . czyli łączysz angielski [i japoński żeby 

S: [tak tak ... 

D: a na początku tego japońskiego używałeś więcej niż angielskiego [czy jak? 
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S: [tak więcej bo nie miałem takiego zasobu słów angielskiego (I2SD_2 204-206) -  

 

/S: I mean those with the higher belts it is easier for me to communicate with them 

even my language … the modest . English. Right . plus Japanese yeah yeah so the 

effect is. that they understand what I mean  

D: aha . so you connect languages to [and Japanese to  

S: [yes yes … 

D: and at the beginning you were using more of the Japanese than English [right? 

S: [yes because I didn’t have the kind of English vocabulary/ 

 

In situations where he struggles with English and he cannot rely on others to translate, he uses 

‘simple words’ and/or simply demonstrates the moves to the students.  

pierw prostymi słowami które znam i pokazuję aplikację żeby to sobie łatwiej mogli 

wyobrazić to /.../ pokażesz co to ma za zadanie . nie . to dziecko widzi wtedy drugim 

razem jest mu łatwiej wykonać ten cały ruch /.../ (I2SD_1 339-346) 

/first I use simple words that I know and I show the application so they could imagine 

it better /…/ you show what its function is . right . so the child sees and the next time it 

is easier for him/her to demonstrate the entire move/ 

 

ja mam mały zasób słów angielskich jeżeli chodzi o wytłumaczenie bo nieraz errr chcesz 

wytłumaczyć jakiś tam ruch /.../a najlepiej im wytłumaczyć po prostu pokazując 

aplikację albo interpretację tego ruchu nie /.../ jak to w walce wygląda jak ktoś cię 

zaatakuje co robi . nie .  i zademonstruje to i dzieci mają nagle wyobrażenie tego i wtedy 

łatwo jest im pojąć ten ruch cały.  (I1SD 577-585) 

/my English vocabulary is limited and when it comes to translation cause often eerr you 

want to explain a kind of move /…/ and it’s best to explain simply by showing the 

application or interpretation of it /…/ what it looks like when someone attacks you . 

right and when I demonstrate then children suddenly can imagine it and it is easier to 

comprehend the entire move/ 

 

Romani as a language of solidarity and shared heritage  

SK speaks Polish Roma dialect, and occasionally Polish, with Dv, his young assistant. Dv learned 

karate from SK from a young age and is fluent in English, Polish and Polish Roma.  SK shared 

with us several text messages in Romani with Dv’s mum. An example is provided below. 
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In the text message, Dv’s Mum appears as ‘Jd from Szczecin’, a town in North-West Poland, 

although there is a typo in the contact name stored in SK’s phone (Jd from Szczecin). The first 

column is the original message in Romani; the second column is translation of the message in 

Polish provided by SK and the third column is the translation of the message in English. SK is 

contacting Jd about collecting Dv, her son, at five o’clock and asking them to make some 

decision about training in Hammersmith (previously, he has recommended Dv to take up classes 

with another Polish Karate coach who teaches in POSK in Hammersmith). In her reply, Jd, 

addressing SK as Uncle, apologies for not being able to visit SK because she, and other family 

members, had flu.  When probing about the address term, SK explained that he is not an ‘uncle’ 

for Jd, nor is he a family/relative for her or Dv, but ‘this is generally the way they address one 

another’. 

 

Original message in Romani Translation to Polish by 
SK 

Translation to 
English 

 

Jd zeszczecina [typo there, 
should be Jd ze Szczecina 
= Jd from Szczecin] 
 
SK: przyjadę o 5tej po 
niego. Podejście jakaś 
decyzję odnośnie 
treningów na 
Hammersmith.  
 
Jd:  Wujek, przepraszam 
was ze nie mogliśmy 
przyjechać ale była taka 
grypa ze nie mogliśmy z 
lóżka wstać, i wybacz ze 
nie mogliśmy przyjechać 

 
 
 
 
SK: I will arrive to 
collect him at 5. Make 
some decision 
regarding trainings in 
Hammersmith. 
 
Jd: Uncle, I apologise 
that we couldn’t 
come over, but there 
was such bad flu that 
we couldn’t leave a 
bed, and forgive that 
we couldn’t come 
over 
 

Image  26: Text messaging with Dv’s mum in Romani 

As the SK and Dv are the only two people in the venue who can understand Romani, the 

language is not only a convenient choice for SK and Dv to keep their conversation to 

themselves, but also a symbol of solidarity and shared heritage (Field notes y).  

bb. Dv is showing ZH how to block arms. Then, he comes to help Dv for the first time; he 
moves Dx’s hands and asks in Russian “хорошо [ok?]”, the boy nods.  SK shouts 
something loudly in Romani across the room to Dv and Dv answers back in Romani. I 
have not witnessed them speaking Romani so openly before and I wonder how natural is 
this utterance.  (DJP/ELKC/01/12/15) 

https://www.google.co.uk/maps/place/Szczecin,+Poland/@53.4293684,14.344447,10z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47aa093800d3a759:0xa95adc4e5f8ac4f3!8m2!3d53.4285438!4d14.5528116
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Occasionally, SK uses Romani to make sense of what is going on by asking Dv to translate 

English into Romani. Example 8 records such use. It was a multi-party discussion between SK, 

parents, F (the caretaker) and Dv as to whether parents could stay and watch their children. At 

the beginning of the recording, SK lined up the children (Turn 1) and F began to address the 

parents in English (Turn 9). In-between his speech was a side sequence between SK and Dv: SK 

asked Dv in Polish what F was talking about and Dv subsequently translated F’s words into 

Romani. After several turns, SK commented again that he did not understand everything and 

asked Dv a question in Romani. Dv answered his question in Romani (Turns 12-13 and 22-23).  

Later on, after F agreed for the parents to stay on one side of the venue, SK asked to say 

something in Polish (Turn 32). From that moment, Dv stepped into the role of an interpreter --

in the next few turns, Dv did a consecutive interpreting for SK: SK spoke a few words in Polish 

and then waited for Dv to translate them into English (Turns 33-39).  
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Example 8 What is he saying? 
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Example 8:       
Context:   
           
Participants:        
 
 

What is he saying? 
At the beginning of a session. SK lined up the children and F walked in and started addressing the parents. The topic under the discussion is whether 
parents should stay and watch their children. 
Karate coach (SK), Assisstant Dv (Dv), (F), caretaker (F), Mums (M1, M2, M3),  Father (F), Children  (Cc), Child1 (C),  Child2 (Ix) 

Length: 00h 01m 41s       Source: LonSoAud_20151013 

Transcript: Additional Context / Description: Translation: 
SK Cc 1 line up!!!  SK lines students up to begin the session line up!!! 
M1 Ix 2 но ты не за разу . Ixx штo но ты //unintell// 

не тaк дaлее . послушный // 
unintell//понял ?... 

a Russian speaking mother advises her son before 
the session begins  

and you not at once . Ixx what you not //unintell//not any 
more . obedient // unintell// understood ?  … 

SK Cc 3 hands up .. ey be quiet you !  SK disciplines students hands up .. ey be quiet you ! 
Ft Cc 4 eeeh gaduły ! //unintell//  one father helps to discipline children eeeh chatter boxes ! //unintell// 
C C 5 nie nie !  one child still talks to another one no no ! 

M2 SK 6 a biegać //unintell// to oni będą ?  another mother asks SK about today’s exercises and running  //unintell//are they going to be {running}? 
SK M2 7 proszę .. eeer tak .  

 
SK hesitates and then confirms pardon .. eeer yes .  

 
SK C 8 posłuchaj chwile dobrze? ja powiem coś then SK reprimands another child  listen for a moment ok? I will say something  
F Cc 9 listen!! caretaker helps to discipline children listen!! 

SK Cc 10 … line up  [eeeey! {hand clapping . whisper}  SK calls students to line up … line up eeeey! {hand clapping .whisper}  
F 

P
ar

en
ts

 

11  [hep!!!.. thank you {to the group loudly. right .. mums 
and dads . I know your’e gonna be [//unintell// 

all present fall silent and caretaker  [hep!!! {all fall silent}.. thank you {to the group loudly. right .. 
mums and dads . i know your’e gonna be  [/unintell// 

SK Dv 12 [co mówi ?  SK indicates to Dv he doesn’t understand F’s 
speech 

[what is he saying ? 

Dv SK 13 //unintell {data translated}// 
 

Dv translates caretaker’s speech for SK from 
English to Romani language  

//“he is saying something about to allow them to join/go”// 

F 

P
ar

en
ts

 

14 the kids are being distracted from the training because 
when you’re here they’re looking through the hatch  

F continues his talk to parents the kids are being distracted from the training because when you’re 
here they’re looking through the hatch 

SK Dv 15 aha SK understands now aha 
C C 16  a child laughs and interrupts  
F C 17 I said quiet !! caretaker F tells off the child I said quiet!! 

SK F 18 yes SK support the caretaker’s attitude yes 
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F Cc 19 if i hear one more time first person will give me 20 
push ups . right ? 

F suggests a punishment for misbehaving children if i hear one more time first person will give me 20 push ups . right? 

SK F 20 maybe more SK supports F again maybe more 
F 

p
ar

en
ts

 

21 so please // unintell// today you can stay today  
but rom next week //unitell// because this young 
man here is starting off as a novice and now he is a . 
as you see he’s a black belt . right . I don’t know 
about //unintell// see a lot of the kids here a lot of 
the ids here progress but some are not progressing as 
fast as they should right especially in entering 
competitions and //unintell// 

F continues his talk to parents So please // unintell// today you can stay today  
but rom next week //unintell// because this young man here is 
starting off as a novice and now he is a . as you see he’s a black 
belt . right . I don’t know about //unintell// see a lot of the kids 
here a lot of the ids here progress but some are not progressing as 
fast as they should right especially in entering competitions and 
//unintell// 

SK Dv 22 ale nie rozumiem wszystkiego //unintell// SK asks Dv a question in Romani but I don’t understand everything //unintell// 
Dv SK 23 //unintell// Dv translates caretaker’s speech for SK from 

English to Romani language 
//unintell// 

M3 SK
/F 

24 I got a question I can? . as some parents live far . the 
one hour is you know not too much time for going to 
home and back . so maybe we can stay this side . got 
close [ 

one of the mothers suggests a solution I got a question I can? as some parents live far . the one hour is you 
know not too much time for going to home and back . so maybe 
we can stay this side . got close[ 

SK M3 25 [oh! yes . good idea*  SK pronunciation of ‘idea’ /ɪd‘e:a/ is identical 
with the Polish one for the word ‘idea’  

[oh! Yes . good idea * 

M3 F 26 this side or this side  this side or this side 
SK M3 27 good ide- mother speaks and is being interrupted by many 

other parents speaking simultaneously  
Good ide- 

F M3 28 so you stay at the back . right .ok ? F continues speaking with one of mothers so you stay at the back . right .ok? 
M3 F 29 but maybe just this side?   but maybe just this side?  
SK M3 30 yes  yes 
F M3 31 yes //unintell// they agree yes //unintell// 

SK Dv 32 jeszcze ja chcę coś powiedzieć  SK indicates to Dv he wants to join the talk I want to say something too 
Dv F 33 he wants to say something as well Dv translates S’s request from Polish to English  he wants to say something as well 
SK 

P
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en
ts

 

34 bo wynikła taka niemiła sytuacja eyyy !! SK speaks to all parents. . and then turns to 
reprimands a child 

because a not nice situation occured.. eyyy !! 

Dv 35 there as this situation which occured last time Dv translates SK’s speech for all there as this situation which occured last time 
SK 36 żeby na przyszłość było lepiej   for the future to make it better 
Dv 37 he say* for the future to be better  Dv misses out the ‘s; in third sg person and uses a 

glottal stop for /t/ in ‘better’ 
he say*for the future to be better 

SK 38 jeżeli odbywają się zawody   if competitions are taking place 
 39 if there’s an event or competition  if there’s an event or competition 
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(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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Blending embodied and verbal repertories  

SK is adept at mobilising and blending his linguistic and non-linguistic resources in 

communication.  The following example (9) shows how he tries to group and stage the children 

through a combination of embodied repertories and verbal instructions. In terms of verbal 

instructions, he mainly used ‘simple’ English words consisting of vocative ‘you’, numbering (he 

assigned number to students), ‘quickly’ (Turns 5, 6 and 8), ‘ok’ and ‘like this’ (Turns 13-14).  The 

words focus on ‘here and now’.  Embodies repertories include touching, hand-holding, pointing, 

and eye contact. To move students into their spots, he put his arms around their shoulders, held 

their hands, pointed at the floor, looked at them, and gestured at them. These different 

repertories are seamlessly integrated and blended together: assigning a number to the students 

takes place at the same time as SK walks them to the right spots; vocative ‘you’ occurs just 

before SK puts his arms around the chosen student’s shoulders; ‘quickly’ accompanies SK’s 

gesture of ‘coming here’; and ‘like this’ precedes SK’s demonstration.  Blending also takes place 

at another level: in the middle of his counting, he changes the number from English to Japanese 

(san, meaning three) (Turn 9) and then he continues the flow of instructions through embodied 

repertoire: no more counting, but just body language – pointing at the floor and looking at his 

target student (Turn 8). 
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Example 9: Staging and re-grouping younger students 
S
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Example 9:     
Interlocutors: 

Context: 

Staging students - Touch and movement to relocate students 
Karate Coach (SK), Children(Cc), Child (C) 
SK stages children  before they start group exercises  

Length:       00h 00m 29s          Source: LonSpoVid_20151124_SK_EH (1) 
Transcript: Body movements: Visual: Translation: 

SK C 1  SK walks around dojo to group students into two teams. 
He picks a student by student 
 
 

 

 

SK C 2 one . two SK picks another student  one . two 
SK C 3 three . four . yes  SK puts the fourth student closer to his team 

 
 three . four . yes  

SK C 4  SK walks towards the other students   
SK C 5 quickly . one  SK shows to the student where to stand by waving his 

arm and the belt held in his hand 

 

quickly . one  
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SK C 6 two . quickly SK looks at the next, red belt student . SK makes a head 
movement inviting the red-belt student to join in as  
third 

 two . quickly 

SK C 7  SK holds the student's arm and leads the student to his 
new place next to the second student 

  

SK C 8 quickly SK points the floor and looks at another, fourth student 

 

Quickly 

SK C 9 san SK picks the third student  Three 
C SK 10  another student runs to SK   
C C 11  the fourth student stands in his new position   
C C 12  another student raises his hand to show he wants to join 

in as well 
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SK C 13 ok SK holds the students hand . finds space for the 
volunteering student  

 

 

SK C 14 you . like this     

SK C 15 gdzie masz 
swoje miejsce . 
tu chodź 

  where do you have 
your space.  come 
here 

(Full transcription conventions are provided in Appendix 1.  Colour schemes for different languages: green Japanese; red Polish; blue English; 

purple Romani/Romance; orange: Russian)
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10 Summary 

 

Clifford Geertz once wrote: ‘Translation is not a simple recasting of others’ ways of putting 

things in terms of our own ways of putting them, but displaying the logic of their ways of putting 

them in the locutions of ours… [it is] catching ‘their’ views in ‘our’ vocabularies’ (1983, p.10).  

There are many different kinds of translation – interlingual, inter-medial, inter-semiotic, and 

inter-discoursal (Baynham, et al, 2015). In examining the translation of karate culture in 

multilingual clubs in London, we have examples of all these kinds of translation at work. In 

summary, we want to highlight the following:  

Karate, brought to the Japanese mainland in the early 20th century from Okinawa island (an 

island to the South of the Japanese main island) and traced back to the Chinese martial arts, was 

itself a product of cultural contact and diasporic movement. Our review of historical trajectories 

of karate shows that the development of karate into a creole of practices in Okinawa and its 

subsequent popularisation in the mainland Japan (Japanisation) and later in Anglo-American 

culture (globalisation) are a process of translating culture through migration and contact, infused 

with political and ideological struggles. Whilst the fact that karate is practised more in different 

parts of the world outside Japan may be seen as a product of globalization, understanding its 

historical roots provide useful insights into the process of cultural transformation that would 

apply to other forms of sports, arts and cultural practices and in the formation of identities in 

diasporic communities.  

Rituals, through its explicit and implicit manipulation of symbols, are a significant component of 

practice in the karate clubs. They range from ceremonial performances where karate traditions 

and values and dojo etiquettes are displayed and elaborated to embodied practices such as 

bowing, kneeling, and shouting osu (‘respect’) or kiai (‘spirit yield’). These rituals and, equally 

important, the process of learning to perform these rituals, create a karate space, evoke a kind of 

Japaneseness to its participants and spectators alike and further transform its participants into 

karateka in the new social order of the karate world.  

Hierarchy is the key to understanding the social order of the karate club. It is orchestrated and 

interwoven into routine practices in the clubs. There is an institutionalised hierarchical group 

structure that differentiates, marks and displays students and sensei’s expertise in karate. 

Hierarchy in dojos, in turn, is performed and reinforced through different modalities and 

channels and language use such as semiotics of colours, spatial allocation, gestures, commands, 

address terms, vocatives, and right to speak.  What is revealed through our research is that 

hierarchy is often contested and entangled with one’s linguistic expertise. SK’s competence in 

specialised Japanese karate terms cements his status and authority as the most senior karate 

coach, even though he does not actually speak Japanese for other social communicative 

purposes. However, he found himself ‘downgraded’ in one club as his command of English was 

considered insufficient, even though he can evidently get by with his English in everyday life. 

In the other club where SK is the ‘one in command’, multiple languages are used in coaching but 

for different purposes: the use of Japanese is limited to performativity and rituals and, along with 
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white karate gi, hierarchy of ranks, kneeling and bowing, is part of the discourse that ‘Japanises 

the karate practices’.  In contrast, Polish, English and other linguistic and semiotic forms are 

used collaboratively as languages of instruction, elaboration, disciplines or information.  

The roles and status of the languages vary in two venues. In one venue where SK has a greater 

sense of ownership, he has the tendency to use more Polish other than English to discipline, 

explain, feedback, correct, inform and build a good rapport with the children. Romani is used 

not just as a convenient choice for SK and his assistant to keep their conversation to themselves, 

but a symbol of solidarity and shared heritage. 

The karate clubs are a translanguaging space – a space created by and for translanguaging 

practices. In both venues, SK makes use of a range of linguistic and semiotic repertories, 

including multiple languages and embodied communication. In going about communication, he 

assigns different functions to different languages and at the same time, is adept at mobilising and 

blending his linguistic and non-linguistic resources in communication. He has tried and tested 

strategies to make up his English inadequacy through using ‘simple words’, embodying 

instructions, and translation. It is through the dynamic translanguaging practices as discussed 

above that karate is transformed from a national martial art to a global and transcultural. 

Paradoxically, it also capitalises on the myth of karate as a Japanese martial art.   

Whilst we recognise the diversity of the linguistic and ethnic backgrounds of the participants in 

the two karate clubs, it is the ways in which multilingual, multimodal and multi-semiotic 

resources have been enacted and made use of by the participants that proved to be more 

interesting. Meanings were made not by simply bringing along their different languages and 

ethnic identities or interpreted through labelling the phenomenon under study as superdiverse, 

but by strategy deployment of which is significant in situ, i.e. brought about, however limited, 

truncated or unstable they may be. Here we see a distinctive parallel with other globalised sports 

or leisure activities. What karate clubs in London have in common with taekwondo clubs in 

Denmark (Madsen, 2015) and salsa dances in Frankfurt and Sydney (Schneider, 2014) are a 

process of cultural transformation and translation and translanguaging.  
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12 Appendix 1 Transcription conventions 

CONVENTION MEANING 

Text in green   Japanese language 

Text in red   Polish language 

Text in blue   English language 

Text in purple  Romani /Romanese language 

Text in orange   Russian language 

Speaker     a person who speaks / acts during the practice 

Interlocutor    an intended receiver of a non/verbal message  

 speakers and interlocutors (receivers) are usually referred to by their initials 

S    SK (the coach, sensei) 

Dv    SK’s teaching assistant  

C    a child, a student 

Cnumber  another child speaking  

Cc children 

Ma    Master Gichin Funakoshi  

Nxx , Ncc, Ixx, Fxx, K,   individual students or staff (by first names), in transcripts referred to the first   letters of 
their names, e.g.: Nx, Nc, Ix 

//unintell//   unintelligible speech 

{text}    additional information, explanation or context 

 text [text 
        [text text  

 overlapping speech, interruption 

! shouting or loud speech 

?    asking / checking 

.                              a short pause 

..     a longer pause/ hesitation / waiting  

...    a very long pause 

/.../ part of irrelevant audio omitted during transcribing, e.g.: coughing, restarting etc. 

text- the hyphen after text indicates interrupted or unfinished word or phrase  
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13 Appendix 2  Karate terms  

KARATE TERM MEANING 

age uki upper block 

dan rank 

do way of doing things 

dojo  training hall 

Dojo kun code of conduct in karate hall 

gedan barai   downward block 

gi  karate training costume 

gyaku zuki   reverse punch 

hajime   start /begin 

hidari  left 

kagi zuki   hook punch 

kake wake uke  reverse wedge block 

kata a set of fixed movements in contrast with kumite 

karateka  karate practitioner(s) 

kiai  spirit yield 

kiba dachi  horse stance 

kirutzu  get up 

kizami  snap punch 

kokutsu dachi  back stance: legs apart, one forwards 

kumite  free-form fight in contrast with kata 

mae  forward/front 

mae geri  jump with a forward kick 

mawate  turn 

migi  left 

mosubi dachi  stance: heels together front of feet apart 

oi zuki  lunge punch 

osu  respect / readiness  

rei  bow 

sensei  teacher(s) - honorific address term  

shuto uke  knife hand block 

soto uke  outside block 

taikyoku shodan  the most basic kata – ‘first cause’ 

tetsui   hammer fist strike 

uchi uke  inside block 

ura zuki  upper punch 

ushiro  back 

yama zuki  mountain punch (two level double punch) 

yame  stop 

yoi  ready 

yoko geri   side snap kick 

yori ashi  foot shifting 

zuki  punch 
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15 Appendix 4 List of Participants 
 

 East London Karate Club 

Acronym: Description: 

SK 6th Dan Sensei Stanisław (Stan) Kierpacz, also referred to as the Key Participant,  
runs the East London Karate Club and also leads karate sessions for the most 
advanced karateka in the West London Karate Club 

KP The Key Participant, also referred to as SK (Stanisław (Stan) Kierpacz) 

ZH Zhu Hua – TLANG Research Team/co-author of the report  

LW Li Wei – TLANG Research Team/co-author of the report 

DJP Daria Jankowicz-Pytel – TLANG Research Team/co-author of the report 

Dv The young Teaching Assistant with a black belt, helping SK in the East London 
Karate Club   

F The caretaker of the community centre, the East London Karate Club venue 

Dn The oldest, 16-year-old karateka in the East London Karate Club, a recent arrival 
from Russia, speaking Russian and basic Polish, and no English. 

Baby S The youngest boy in the East London Club, 4-year-old, of Lithuanian origin.  

I A boy of Lithuanian origin, practising in the East London Karate Club  

N A girl, speaking Russian, practising in the East London Karate Club 

E A girl of Albanian origin, an orange belt, highly motivated karateka in East 
London Karate Club, a speaker of both Albanian and English 

K A girl of Polish origin, highly motivated karateka in East London Karate Club, a 
speaker of both Polish and English. Her father often attends SK’s classes and 
trains with children 

G A girl in East London Karate Club, speaking English only 

N1  A boy in East London Karate Club, also referred to as big N.  

N2 A boy in East London Karate Club, speaking English only. 

C1, C2, C3,Lx ,Nc, 
Nx1, Nx2, Ix 

As it is not always possible to identify which child spoke, different letters are used 
to indicate that they are different speakers.  

J1 SK’s English language teacher 

Jd Dv’s mother, a friend of SK’s family 

 West London Karate Club 

DS The director of the West London Karate Club.  

F1 A 2nd Dan Sensei, Black belt, adult male coach of Italian origin, an assistant of the 
Director of the West London Karate Club (DS) 

Fr A 2nd Dan Sensei, Black belt, adult female coach in West London karate Club, 

K A 2nd Dan Sensei, Black belt, adult female coach in West London karate Club, 
Runs advance classes and occasionally co-teaches with SK 

J A 2nd Dan Sensei, Black belt, adult female coach in West London karate Club, 
Runs advance classes and occasionally co-teaches with SK 

L A 1st Dan, Black belt, adult male student in the advance group in West London 
karate Club, of Italian origin, speaker of Italian and English.  

C A 2nd Dan, Black belt, adult male student in the advance group in West London 
karate Club, of Italian origin, speaker of Italian and English.  

Jh A 1nd Dan, Black belt, adult male student in the advance group in West London 
karate Club, of Romanian origin, speaker of Romanian and English.  

St A 1nd Dan, Black belt, adult male student in the advance group in West London 
karate Club, of Romanian origin, speaker of Romanian and English.  
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16 Appendix 5 Colours of belts and hierarchy 

 
Karate 

belt colour: 

 
Kyu (class) grading  
from the lowest to the highest rank: 
 

 

11th Kyu 
Red 

 

10th Kyu 
Yellow 

 

9th Kyu 
Orange 

 

8th Kyu 
Blue 

 

7th Kyu 
Green 

 

6th Kyu 
Green stripe 

 

5th Kyu 
Purple 

 

4th Kyu 
Purple stripe 

 

3rd Kyu 
Brown 

 

2nd Kyu 
Brown (1 stripe) 

 

1st Kyu 
Brown (2 stripes) 

 

Black 
1st: Shodan 
2nd: Nidan 
3rd: Sadan 
 

(adapted from: http://www.fskauk.co.uk/fska.php?p=grading) 

 


